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Baruch College • City University of New York
York City Police Department" in
arresting 44 demonstrators at the
continued on. page 2
ness, feel that the temporary
suspension of tutorial services
pending the survey is ill con-
ceived. '
"Cutting ofbusiness school tu-
toring without a backup [service]
isvery poor management," said
Andrew Heller, the president of
the Day Session Student Govern-
ment (DSSG) and an accountancy
major.
Pamela Mitchell, president of
the Evening Session Students'
Assembly said that Provost
continued on page 5
While CUNY students protested at rallies like City Hall on March
23, University officials were compiling lists of names.
Reynolds commends city police of-
ficers for, "the excellent coopera-
tion, assistance and support given
ouro~rsbymembersoftheNew
CUNY, 'Cops' Create Student-Blacklist
By D.J. Fricke
The Cit;y University of New
York (CUNY) has waged a con-
certed campaign. in cooperation
with the New York City Police De- ,
· partment to compile a list of stu-
dents arrested at anti-budget-cut
.ralliesand demonstrations, andcir-
culated that list to the security
directors at all CUNY colleges, ac- .
cording to university documents.
The documents, among several
, hundred pages obtained by Man-
hattan attorney Ron Maguire
through the Freedom of Informa-
· tion Act, are largely confidential,
interoffice memos exchanged by
• some of the university's highest-
ranking officials, including Chan-
cellar W. Ann Reynolds.
Some documents detail the
university's agreement with the
NYPD to cooperate in breaking up
· on-campusdemonstrations, Inone,






By Tamim Islam As of now, all tutorial ser-
Baruch's former tutoring fa-. vices at Baruch College will be
cilities have' been discontinued provided through the SACQ
~~"'''''''''o&:a~~ ~_~ __ ._ -~~La-l~ of a new tlltorfng cen- oni. The Office ofStudent Life,
ter, but what services it will on the 15th. floor of the East
provide haven't been decided yet· 26th Street building will no
and aren't likely to be until next longer provide any tutorial sup-
semester. port.
The Student Academic Con- Although the plan for the
· suiting Center (SACC), under SACC calls for a broader range
the' authority of Provost Lois of tutoring than is currently
Cronholm, went into service on available, the precise r~nge has
October 2 on the 13th floor of not yet been ascertained. A sur-
the East 18th Street building, vey of selected classes will be
which was previously occupied conducted to determine the de-
by the now retrenched Depart- mand for tutorial assistance in
ment of Academic Skills . At different courses. This survey
present, this center will only will also try to·answer the times
sUPPoItstudentS:.-.De.edin~heiR. ofthe day_~~en tutorial help is
.in remedial :E!nglish courses and most helpful. ~ --- -
certain math courses: 0010; Dr. Donald Smith, associate
0020, 0030, 2001, 2006, 2007, provost, urged all the students
2010 and 2301. receiving a questionnaire to an-
In addition, there will be a swer with sincerity because this
study lab for BUS 1000 courses, survey resulta will shape the
which will be in the East 26th way Baruch students receive
Street building.' tutorial services.
The structuring' of SACC re- Although Smith gave the im-
.ects-a-radical-cutbackfrom the presaion that it might be a
previous; tutoring services at Baruch-wide surVey,.-Dr. Susan
Baruch. Previously, tutoring Morgulas of the Office of Insti-
was available in statistics, ac- tuzionalResearch, which is ad-
counting, mathematics, En": ministrating the survey, said
glish, economics, law, CIS, fi- that' a coliege-wide survey ,will
nance, history" and sociology not be cost effective.
through the Office of Student Although most applaud the
Life, the Academic Skills De- concept of centralized tutoring
partment and other offices and at the SACC, most students, es-



















































Day Session Student Government (see ,a'?oYe' ~der' D~y Session Student Government)
Evening Session Student Association: essa@Scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu "
Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Hillel Foundation of New York: hillel_foundation@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_center@scsu.sitea.baruchLcuny.edu
Student Computer Services Unit: scsu@Sesu.Sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
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programs in his neighborhood. "I
care about what happens to them"
especially when it comes to educa--
tion."
"They (the youth) need to have
someone to look at and to say this
person really cares and would do
things to help, and education is the
key, without that you can go no-
where," he added.
Ponce says that he comes from a
family that has always been aware
and active when it comes to social
issues. He is president ofNew Gen-
eration and a member ofSoul Sur-,
vivors , both political clubs at
Baruch, where he gets involved in
the nuts-and-bolts of political or-
ganization and activity.
"I am a for-real person, I get my
hands dirty," he said. "I do the
dirty-work. I have been involved in
many protests even when I knew
the consequences would notbegood
for me."
"I will continue to be political,"
he said, "and to fight against any
system that puts profits over hu-
man beings."
Continued on page:six
"S. Thomas," apparently by
Sheila Thomas, University as-
sistant dean ofStudent Affairs.
The most detailed list, a
breakdown by college indexing
students names with notations
for arrests at each of the four
rallies, follows a May 2 memo
from Thomas to Jose Elique,
director of University Security.
Elique was hired by CUNY in
1991, after serving ten years as
director of the Anti-Terrorist
Squad for the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey.
"J'he following lists repre-
sent individuals who have been
identified as CUNY students,
based on
CIS Student Is Not Afraid
To Get Hands Dirty
Angel Ponce
the two diverging interests to, he
hopes to become a college professor
and to own a business. And, as
well, to keep fighting for his be-
liefs..
tors blocked two bridges and two
tunnels Ieading out of Manhat-
tan during rush hour, leading
to nearly 200 arrests.
In every case, the documents
show a persistent university ef-
fort to identify arrested students
by name and, in some cases,
Social Security number, sex,
race, and grade point average.
One document is a photo-
copy ofa picture from Newsday,
depicting a student being hand-
cuffed by police at the City Hall
Rally. Handwritten under the
picture is the note: "Elsa - This
student has been identified as
John Patafio, {College ofStaten
Island] student and editor ofthe
student newspaper....He was
also arrested the previous night
at CCNY." The note is signed
By Anmarie Bailey
A desire to make things better
for the youth of today is what mo-
tivates Angel Ponce to be politi-
cally active and to protest when he
observes government action that
he feels violates people's rights.
"People'say it's not worthwhile
[to protest]," he said. "1believe it's
worthwhile...to show, Barueh-stu-
dents that they have a part in poli-
tics - people should be involved in
their own city and what's going on
around them."
It was this type ofpolitical activ-
ity that landed Ponce on the City
University of'New York's blacklist.
- Ponce, computer iiil"Qr"mation sys-
tems student, sees protests as an
important sign- to young people,
who he describes as our most im-
'portant resource, that someone
cares about them and their future.
"I like to help the kids, that is
what prompted me to be involved,"






Islam during high school," he said.
"I also have membership in social-
ist parties."
Green, now 21, is a third year ,
political science and finance major
at Baruch, and carries on the fam-
ily tradition ofpolitical activity: he
is the president of Soul Survivors
and a member of Student Power
Movement, both activist organiza-
tions.
In addition to Malcolm X, he has
also read extensively on other is-
sues ineluding the Palestinian lib-
eration movement, South America,
the Caribbean Nationalist move-
ments, class struggles and the cul-
tliral revolution In China. --~
There is also a side to Green that
he says most people do not know, a
side that seems contrary to the
popular image of political activ-
ists. He describes himself as shy
and reserved, and says that does
not like to draw attention to him-
self but prefers peaceful pursuits
like writing poetry and meditat- ...----------------------------
mg.
Green's first loves are academics
and teaching, but he believes that
community-based business is the
key to helping society. To merge
Wormack, University vice-chan-
cellor for Student Affairs, the
arrests were apparently part of
a self-fulfilling prophecy: when
the officers arrived on the scene
"The CUNY SAFE Team and the
NYPD secured the area in prepa-
ration for the anticipated ar-
rests of the trespassers," the
memo reads.
Although most of the re-
leased documents deal with the
CCNY incident, others deal with
other anti-budget-cut protests:
a demonstration at Hunter Col-
lege on March 15, in which eight
protestors were arrested; the
March 23 rally at City Hall, in
which the police arrested 59 of
an estimated 20,000 protestors;
and a set of demonstrations on
April 25, in which demonstra-
Orlando Green
Political Science Major Learns
In Real-Life Laboratory
City University of New York
(CCNY) on April 11 and 12 who
were, by all accounts, conduct-
ing a peaceful protest until of-
ficers began forcibly removing
them from the college.
The arrests, in which the
NYPD was supported by CUNY's
Special Assistance for Events
(SAFE) team, an NYPD-trained
unit of CUNY security officers,
came after the protestors,
mostly students conducting a
hunger-strike, refused to leave
CCNY's North Academic Cen-
ter. According to a April 13
memo issued by Elsa N uiiez-
-.
~.





Born to politically-aware par-
ents, it was only natural for Or-
lando Green -to follow in his par-
ents' footsteps.
His father was a civil rights ac-
tivist and a member of the early
Black Panthers, and his mother
was involved in socialist move-
ments in the Philippines.
"Both ofmy parents were active,
so it is nothing strange to me, it
was all to do with my family life,"
said Green.
It was the commitment to social
change imparted in Green by his
parents that led to his name's in-
- elusion 'on-me City -t:fntve-r~sity--b-r
New York's blacklist - a confiden-
tiallist ofsupposed troublemakers
compiled by the university and the
New York Police Department.
His political awakening, he said,
began at age twelve after reading
the autobiography of Malcolm X.
It was then he began to consider
that social change could beeffected
by individuals.
In high school, he put his politi-
cal ideals into practice
"I took part in 'political rallies
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If you. have a record of achievement at Baruch and in your
community and possess good communication skills, you may. be
interested in joining a group of students 'representing Baruch to
high school studenta at College Information Nights. For mo~e .
information, attend an open house meeting on Thursday, October
12 or Tuesday, October 17., 1:15 p.m., in Room H 763, 151 E. 25th. .., .
St.
STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
A voluntary group health insurance program, underwritten by .
Group Health Incorporated, is available for students carrying six
or more credits ofcourse work. For information, contact the Office ~
ofStudent Life,. Room 1512,360 Park Ave. South, or the Student
Development Reception Center"Room 1704, 360 Park Ave. S.
OPEN HOUSE
The City University Graduate School and University Center
will hold an open house to provide undergraduates with informa-
tion on graduate courses of study, on Thursday, October 26, 1:00
to 5:00 p.m., at 33 W. 42nd St. Fellowships, financial aid and the
admissions process will be discussed. Registration forms are
available outside of the Office of Student Life, Room 1512, 360
Park Ave. S.
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOPS
The Division of Student Development is sporisoring a two-
session Career Exploration Workshop on October 12 and 19.
Students who are undecided about their major can view a video-
tape and take a vocational interest test which will be interpreted
by a counselor. The workshop will take place in Room 1709 of360
Park Ave. South from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. For more information call
the Counseling Center, 447-3521.
Some Funding
From SEEK
The funding for the SACC will
be borne jointly by SEEK and
the Baruch College Fund. Ac-
cording to Smith, SACC will
have a budget ofnearly $500,000
for the 1995-96 academic year,
significantly higher than the
$207,000 spent on the tutorial
budgets of Academic Skills De-
partment and the tutorial ser-
vices provided through the Of-
fice of Student Life in the aca-
demic year 1994-95.
When asked for a break-
down, Smith said that about 25
percent of the budget will be
spent on administrative pur-
poses and. 75 percent will on
hiring tutors. Using a calcula-
tor, he gave the following break-
down:




. The administrative expense
includes the .salartea of SACC
director,receptiondst,evaluator
and a CUNY-Cap Student, a
qualified graduate student half "
of whose salary is paid by the
univeraity and half by Baruch
College. A CUNY-Cap student's
typical hourly salary is $10 and
the student generallyserves on




In addition to its tutoring
role, the SACC will also handle
advising. Contrary to rumors,
"this service will be an amplifi-
•
~e Evening Session Stu-
dents' Assembly said that Pro-
vost Cronholm promised her
that tutoring services would be·
reinstated by February , and




cation of the curr-ent service not
a substitution" said Dr. Audrey
Williams, executive director for
Student Services, who is cur-
rently working with the Office
of the Provost to finalize the
structure and the extent of this- '"service'; She said that the plans
will be presented to Provost
Cronholm by October 15th. The
curricular guidance which is
now provided from the ninth
floor of the East 26th Street
building will still be provided
SACC, in some respect, is from the current facility. .
replacing the 'now retrenched Williams said that these
Department ofAcademic Skills, new curricular advisors, likely
which until this past summer, to be advanced undergraduate
was responsible for remedial students, will not work with
education and tutoring through scheduling worksheets but will
several different programs, in- advise on the choice of majors
cluding English as a Second and suggest helpful academic
Language, SEEK, EXCEL, the tracks. When asked, she said
Friday Academy, language labs that the funding for this "auxil-
and tutorial programs. iary service" will be provided
April Leong, a 1994-95 from the Office of the Provost's
DSSG council member who budget..
served on the Retrenchment In a published report, a
Committee pointed out that the structure was given for the ad-
committee never took a vote to visory service. Each department
reach the decision to abolish the will get a number of student
Academic Skills Department. advisors, depending on the
"The school took the first number of majors offered. Ini-
opportunity to get rid ofthe Aca- tially, twelve students will be
demic Skills Department," said assigned to the School of Busi-
Leong. "[The·administration] neas, eight to the School of Lib-
felt remediation, which aids eral Arts and Sciences and two
mostly minorities, should be in to the School of Public Affairs.
community colleges." Onemember of this crew will
_________T~~'""'e'-D....""'"'eW ,s~t....r......1J...c-ture"-is ..based ..-serve&S-the.~d¥iSOI:YJmedi~
on the "departmental ownership leader:" "~... ' .. ~ ...' ."" - .,' .'.:~-
of the tutorial efforts," said As--.
sociate Provost Smith, whose
position was created in Fall of
1994 primarily to oversee aca-
demic assistance services at
Baruch,
According to Smith, depart...
ments will hire "peer consult-
ants," as the tutors will be
known, to assist students. The
number of consultants for each
subject will vary by department.
Departrnerrts will also hire
a "senior consultant," an adjunct
professor or graduate student
who will monitor, train and aid
the peer consultants. There will
also be a designated faculty
member to coordinate the de-
partmental tutorial efforts with
SACCo The "departmental co-
ordinator" will have a reduced
course load to allow him or her
to devote time to the SACCo
Smith, however, when asked,
mentioned that due to' budget
bonstr-airrts not all departments
will have a "departmental coor-
dinator," but will instead have
their programs overseen by the
director of the SACC, who has
not yet been named.
Thtoring Restructured; Fewer Subjects Offered












Adnrinistrative proponents are Willing
to engage in an Open Forum with
students to discuss their proposed
scheduling grid.
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Lower class students will be forced to take a 4-5
For more Information: 360 Park Ave. South RM. 153I
Day Session Student Government at (212) 802-6790
















• Two day class week gone !






























111 East 18th St.
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CAMPUS DINING WITH~ A VI
names of the students arrested.
Jose Elique continues to be in
contact with the police in an
attempt to get this information." .
The memo makes no mention of
identifying the police officers
who injured and arrested stu-
dents attempting to carry out a
legal march.
In an update, on March' 30,
Thomas in another memo in-
forms Nunez-Wormack that the
"retrieval ofsocial security num-
bers or dates of birth of those
arrested may not be possible for
all individuals," but mentions
an updated list of CUNY st.u-
dents and faculty "based on a
cross-reference of social secu-
rity numbers in our system and
the age of "those arrested as
listed in the police report."
In a later memo, dated April
27, Nunez-Worrnack sends to
Kingsborough Community Col-
lege President Leon Goldstein a
list of students from his school
arrested at demonstrations, and
directs him to "determine if
these students are in good aca-
demic standing and advise me
of your findings." The memo
indicates that a copy was also
sent to Chancellor Reynolds.
Watck for further coverage
of the CUNY blacklist in up-
coming issues ofThe Ticker.
CUNY Blacklist
continued from page 2
NYPD arrest lists secured by your
office in connection with recent
student demonstrations," the
memo says.
The page of the list pertain-
ing to Baruch bears only two
names: Orlando Green and An-
gel Ramos, both student activ-
ists arrested on April 25. This
list, according to a later memo,
was circulated to college secu-
rity directors.
Another memo from Tho-
mas, this one dated March 23
and addressed to Nunez-
Wormack, details the events
from the City Hall rally, and
confirms that, according .to
Elique, the protestors had a per-
mit to legally march to Wall
Street following the rally. The
memo then goes on to say,
"Police ... did not permit the
group to march along the desig-
nated routes....Police also sealed
areas, corralling protesters be-
hind barricades and, at times,
not allowing people to move in
either direction."
According to witnesses, it
was at this point that many of
the 59 arrests were made, dur-
ing which several protesters
were injured, including three
who, according to the memo, the
police sprayed with chemical
mace.
Thomas' memo concludes,
"We are still attempting to se-
cure further information on the
ers
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garded Christopher Columbus as the' "father
of the New World" and threw their statue of
Columbus into the Sea. Take note people.)
Columbus'voyage led to the eventual occupa-
tion and rule ofthe island. Bythe middle ofthe
1500's, the Peaceful Arawak Indians had all
but 'perished under harsh Spanish rule. To
supply labor, Africans from West Africa were
brought in as slaves. France gained control of
the western portion of the island in 1697.
With the forced' labor ofalmost a halfa million
slaves, Haiti became the richest colony in the
"N-ew World".
In 1793, Toussaint L'ouverature, a freed
slave, led other slaves in a· bloody revolt. It
was during this time, John Adams treated
L'ouverature as a equal, and sent him ships
and supplies to thwart Napoleon's offensives.





The opinions expressed on the' Exhale piJ,ges are those of the individual umier», and dO not necessarily
represent the opinions ofTheTickereditorial staff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed opinion
ieces ofno more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication ofExhale articles is contingent
upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned
letters will not be published. Hoioeuer, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All.submiseione are subject to editinglor space and




persuaded thejury not to'
'Message sending,' as nearly as I can figUre
it, can be traced to the congressional elections
of1990, when a number of incumbent senators
and congressmen unexpectedly "felt the earth
shake." They came perilously close to being
kicked out ofoffice by an angryelectorate. New
Jersey senator Bill Bradley was one of those
who felt the 'tremors' and the day after the
election told the public that he had 'gotten the
message.' (Although if 1994 election results
are any indicationtit appears that all congress-
men didn't learn their lesson quitewell enough
and have since paid the political price.) In any
event, I don't recall whether 'message.sending'
goes back any further than that, but I do know
that people have been 'sending messages' ever
SInce.
Hardly a week goes by in which congress
doesn't 'send a message' tothe administration
orvice-versa. Just about anythingthat anyone
does anymore is meant to send a message to
someone somewhere. Who needs reasoned
debate or meaningful relationships? We can
'send a message.' Ethical and responsible
business or professional practices? What does
it matter. Just send a message. If rappers
create ''music'' that is destructive and inflam-
9
~
Living' in. the '90s
Everybody Is Sending Messages;
But Who's Getting TheD1?
By David S. Ortiz .,
The national and even global preoccupa- matory, and encourages rape and violence than $30-,000 to publish his latest 'message.'
tion with such issues as domestic violence, against women, that's all right-they're 'send- As for the O.J. case, it seemsthat it is more
spousal abuse and even women's rights rings ingamessage.' So what ifsome "artists" create important to send a message that one racist
hollow. Apparently, those issues are not as "art" that offends Catholics or other religious . cop-s-or ten or twenty or a thousand-will notbe
important as we had been led to believe. The folk. It doesn't matter. The important thing is tolerated, than it is to justly avenge the brutal
O.J. Simpson verdict has made that very clear. to 'send a message.' Loyalty to family and murder oftwo people, or to comfort their broken,
The O.J. trial started out as a case about community, fairness to our workers or honesty- grieving survivors.
the murder of two human beings. It also toward our employers; these are not a concern. You may agree with the opinions in this
containedanumberofsignificantissues,among Self-control, personal integrity and responsi- article, or you may disagree. You may under-
them domestic violence, wife abuse, the right bility--don't sweat it-just send a message. stand what is said or you may not care. Whether
of a woman to be left in peace (not pieces), and None of this is lost on Unabomber. He is so O.J. did it, whether he goes free, it's all one. It
the duty of thestate to provide adequate pro- devoted to message sending that he has pre- does not matter. Nothing matters. Not even
tection of any endangered citizen. Somehow, vailed on the Washington Post to pay more justice or truth. Only 'sending a message.'.
though, the case degenerated very quickly into
somethingquite different-somethinghorrible,
perverse, obscene.
-But now we know that none ofthat matters
and never has. We have seen that there is only
one thing in the cosmos that really matters--
sending a message. This is all. This.is the
ultimate purpose of human existence, the es-
sence of all meaning.
Toward the end of the trial, defense lawyer
Johnnie Cochran persuaded the jury, most of
whom, it. appears, needed little persuasion, if
any, that their chief business was not to con-
sider all ofthe evidence in order to reach ajust y Sergy Tabuteau
and true verdict, but rather to 'send a message "Ahem, ladies and gentleman of the jury. would take the time out and research Haiti
to the LAPD.' Hmmm. I .standbefore you today accused of the hei- and it's history, t.heywould see that I, as a
The jury did just that and the rest, as they nouscrhne ofbeingaHaitianbootie scratcher. Haitian-American, have absolutely nothing to
say, is his.t0ry. " .. The plea I'd like to enter is GUILTY. Foryes, be ashamed of. N<YrHING. Sothisis for all
trUlyYi~~l~=':~_i~:td~r~J:~?~l~~:"~::kf:~~~tt1J~.9pl"y;bJ)Ot!~Lj;4~t.~ -'~~~~~~~~~~@~TS;r~B:l-.
t~th~ully to anyone else ~ymore.,~or takes a --' ou may gIggle, bUtrwant to address the TSK. . ' ,-_. -
pr~ncIple~ stand on ~ythmg. This IS beca~ issue of stereotypes due to the most recent So here we go. In the Infamous y.ear of
doing so IS unappealing to o~r ugly egotism experience I had at a party sponsored by.the 14~2, Columbus stumbl~d upon the Island
and to our diseased VIews on freedom of self- est Indian-Culture Club. I was there enjoy- which he renamed and IS known today as
expression." Instead, everyone 'sends mes- ing myself despite the unfortunate, yet obvi- Hispaniola. (Incidentally, Haitians never re-
2ies' now. . ous technical difficulties, when a brief ._
..)
squabble broke out between two groups. "DonYlet the old slave'
ords were exchanged, ethnic slurs were
thrown, and the once festive mood disinte- practice of'dioide and
ated. Although I was happy to see that no
a students were directly. involved, it conquer'have an effect on
amazed me to see that In the 20th century
est Indian-Americans still discriminate OU,,:, lives today."
amongst themeelves as a group. One of the .
oups Constantly ostracized an!i discrimi-
ated against is Haitians. Haitl6.ns tend to'
the butt of jokes, racist attitudes and
ignorant views. I' have even heard argu-
ments as to whether Haiti is really a West
Indian country. I have often entered into
heated discussions with my fellow Guyanese
brothers and si~ters who will tell me !hat
their country Guyana (a South-American
country) is part of the West Indies while
Haiti is not.
Sadly, due to all the ignorance, there are
even Haitians or Haitian-Americans who
refuse to· acknowledge their own culture.
ou'l1 hear them say, "I'm not. Haitian,"
. through a barelyconcealed, heavy and strong
accent. They wo7ild' rather say they are
erican or Canadian or anything else be-
ause they are ashamed of who they really
are. All the ignorance is due to the lack of










































The Ticker is pub-
lished bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The
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. The administration's desire to restructure college tutoring programs
is commendable, but has been badly mishandled by Provost· Lois
Cronholm's office.
While it certainly makes sense to centr'alizeand streamline tutoring
operations, especially after the budget blows the university has taken,
a full replacement program should have .been in place before the old
programs were discontinued.
Instead, the wide-ranging tutoring programs that were adminis-
tered by the Office of Student Life have been eliminated, and replaced
with English and low-level math and business tutoring. Apparently,
this isn't a good semester to take CIS, finance or liberal arts courses for
any student who might need tutorihg.
To discontinue the bulk of tutoring programs pending survey results
that won't be implemented until next semester is ludicrous and does a
grave di s service to students who need tutoring today.




You Call This Fixed?
Several hundred pages of documents obtained from the City Univer-
sity of New York have revealed that CUNY practices policies that could
not poas'ibly be part of its mission in the City of New York: building files
OB politically active students, with the cooperation of the New York
Police Department. Precisely what this information is to be used for is
unclear, but irrelevant. The &idence' showing that CUNY is engaged in
modern-day McCarthyism is damning enough.
Even ifCUNY were not in a financial crisis, it is an insult to students
to have their tuition money used to finance a secret spying campaign.
That we are in a financial crisis makes the CUNY blacklist not just
immoral, but a criminal waste of funds and man-hours.
A public college should not be in the business of compiling dossiers
on students it considers politically undesirable. Chancellor W. Arin
Reynolds should bring this Nixonian practice to end - immediately.
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ism led to massive uprisings due to racial
tension. Finally in 1934, the United States
transferred control back to Haitian govern-
ment. Although U.S. government publicly
stepped out of the picture in 1934, they re-
gained control behind the scenes from 1950
till today.
Draconian dictatorships, such as Papa
and Baby Doc, were directly and indirectly
funded by the U.S. government and the CIA.
Widespread terrorism inflicted by the Hai-
tian governments (in a desperate effort to
please the United States) as well as the
horrible economic state (caused, in part, by
U.S~ companies); have led to the mass exo-
dus known as the "boat people." Racism was
blatantly demonstrated in the handling of
these refugees as shown when the Clinton
Administration granted tens ofthousands of .-
Cuban "boat people" asylum but wouldn't
allow a mere 239 Haitian women and ehil-
dren into the country.
In a time when all these instances are
taking place, I would feel that this would be
the perfecttime when all the members of the I
West-Indian community as well as the Afri-
can-American community stop the petty ar-
guments amongst ourselves, and band to-
getheras one. Don't let the.old slave practice
of"divide and conquer" havean 'effecfon our
lives today. .. .-'
veteran protesters were shot dead.. Some
wives and children were-also killed when the
tents they had set up were .set ablaze.
During the ColdWar, with the fear that
The Soviet Kremlin would send recruits to
the U.S. topenetrate our institution, federal
law enforcement expanded. In the 60s and
>70s, the souringdrugepidemic and the growth .
of political terrorist mOvement gave further
.purpose for such an expansion.
Now with communism down and various
scanda l stories and mishandling from
Aldridge Aines to Waco, it is time once again
to evaluate what the scope of federal law
..enforcement should be. First do we need the
-AT.F., C.I.A. and F.B.I. to remain separate
agencies? Would not law enforcement be
more efficient and coherent if it were handled
under one root? Secondly, because there are
;:some crimes such as national .and interna-
continued from page. 9
were paranoid?"
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confront'peoplethey Imeu:
By Kevin Degidon
Like an increasing number of people, I made it worth gambling with their own lives
find myselfavoiding television like the plague. and those of innocent children?
From O.J. Simpson to Elvis sightings to dis- To conclude from these cases that all law
abled transsexual talk show hosts (sorry that enforcement is inherently ad hoc, ineffective
was supposed to be differently-abled, alter- and dangerous ia.no more accurate then to
native life-styled talk show hosts), nothing on say Wa.co and Ruby Ridge were not mistakes.
the screen goes well with dinner. There are Here in the Big Apple we have witnessed a
however, the exception of those stories that· Rear miracle in-law enforcement. After two
remind us that this is no time to disown the years ofMajor Giuliani's quality of life opera-
free press. This summer those stories were tions, as aNew York Times report has stated,
the federal law enforcement fiascoes ofWaco ""crime in the city has dropped a whopping
and Ruby Ridge. . eighteen ·percent." Many New Yorkers can
The Waco, Texas case, as you know, was see this change. Moreover, the worst neigh-
about a religious cult that had a standoffwith borhoods were reported to have seen the great-
the F.B.I. months after a shoot-out took place est drop. In the South Bronx crime has
with their leader David Koresh and agents dropped 50 percent, burglary dropped 27 per-
from the Bureau ofAlcohol Tobacco and Fire- cent in Borough Park, Brooklyn and reports
arms. Four agents were left dead. The stand- ofgrand larceny dropped 24 percent in Span-
off lasted months until the F.B.I. tear-gassed ish Harlem. These two reports beg an in-
the compound and burned it down. Within an triguing question, why would law enforce-
hour 69 people were killed, many of" them ment be a swinging success in some instances
children. The Ruby Ridge, Idaho case was but a total disaster in others?
about a white separatist, Randal Weaver who ·"For our Founding Fathers the answer to -;
was caught in a sting operation selling fire- such a question was simple. Dealing with
arms to an A.T.F. agent. After a long standoff domestic upheavals is not a role for the Fed-
a shoot-out erupted which left Weaver's wife eral Government; it is a role for state and
and fourteen-year-old son and one agent dead. local governments. The purpose of the Fed-
After-year-s of suspicion and despair over- eral Government, in their view, was to pro-
such inatt'ers,:-the l04t"h Congress had the "teet ..the perimeters of the U.S. from threats
cour-age to face the music by holding hearings abroad. President H-erbert Hoover waspain-
on· the ~matter. The Waco hearings were~t fullyremindedofthedangers-ofinvolvingthe
milftary with sensitive domestic upheavals' tional organized crime, terrorism and drug
, lziJt~;~~ar,allYofve!~rans{de:rp~~<iingearly :.' and pornography merchandising, anoth~r
."f~ttteine.~tb~fit.sbroke o~ih the' height of - question t~ as~ could b~ wh?'t ~ho~l~ consti-
the·-Gre~tDepression. Ho()~r called on the ': tute thecriterta-for federal .jur'isdiction? All
-'NatiOnal·(;;.~ar6-.ro-·:pr.e~t;theWhite House ..; international. .crime..should .. remain inth~
Ffam" possible 100tihg.H60ve1'~ aipacifist hands ofone federal law·enforcement agency.
Quaker,-gave specific orders that there be no In regard to domestic crime, the agency should
firing aside from.the instance_of ayiolent__ act only whe!!..formallY c~ll~_~pon~y a ~~v­
outbreak. Alas, in the heat of the moment, a ernor or state attorney general. Changes
nerve wrecked General Douglas McArthur such as these could save·both money and
disobeyed that order and hundreds of former American lives.
11
Iron Fist on the Wrong Hand
Once and ForAll
times ear piercing with one fourteen-year-old
girl describing how she was molested since
age ten by~oresh"Th~caseseemed t<Yrai~e- S·'hame ·0·n· You
more questions than 1t answered. I t still. I ~
remains uncertain who and what set the
'deadly blaze. The nature of the fire suggests.
suicide since it had erupted simultaneously Napoleon's army and sent to France where he.
throughout each corridor. Still, it remains died in 1803. Jean-Jacque Dessalines, also a
uncertain why there were helicopters in the former slave, took up the fight. These two
proximity of the building and why the mili- men helped to break the path of Napoleon
tary was called under the supposed suspicion into the United States. This led to the retreat
that the compound was being used as a lab to of Napoleon and eventually his. selling of the
produce heroine which, as a Night-Line re- Louisiana territory. Dessalines restored the
port pointed out, held no shred of evidence. - original Indian name (Ayiti) or Haiti and
The Ruby Ridge hearings have also been declared it independent in 1804. Haiti's pis-
painstaking leaving unanswered questions. tory is unprecedented. It is the first country
F.B.I. Deputy Larry A. Potts tried to amend formed entirely out of a slave revolt. Amaz-
the rules of conduct in regard to the use of ing I would say.
lethal force. The rules had stated that offic- It was at the beginning of the 20th cen-
ers may only use lethal force in cases where tury that Haiti's exploitation by other coun-
there is "imminent danger." Potts, however, tries began. The country was disorganized
gave the order that officers can fire on any and bankrupt. Although Haiti was relatively
armed adult. Later.iaccording to one agent at a new republic, immediately after the revolu-
the scene, the word "can" and "should" were . tion, France and Germany demanded that
inserted. Potts has denied using that specific Haiti paynonexistent debts that they claimed
I wereowed to them. Ifthe debts were not paid,anguage. ,
The questions raised by these hearings what was left of Haiti's battleships- or de-
are of great importance. One must keep in tenses were to be taken away. Haiti, having
mind the major question here is not whether not much ofa choice, constantly paid these so
the F.B.I set Waco ablaze or whether it was a called debts and was eventually left in a
suicide pacE <?~_ whether Sam Weaver was bankrupt state.
shoot dead by anA'TtF. agent or by his father. After the French and German exploita-
The' real question is why did federal agents tions, the United States decided to cash in as
confront people they knew were- paranoid, well. The U.S. sent its Marines to Haiti under
possessed' deadly artillery and yere sur- the guise of the Monroe Doctrine. Haitians:·
rounded by ~men and children therefore haven'texperiericed such humiliating and"
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the City in return for a tax incentive pack-
age worth $29.5 million. After being slapped
by CS First Boston and DLJ, Giuliani did
not demand that the companies return the
City's money, nor did he stop to reevaluate
his economic development policy. Instead,
to show that he is a true fighter for corpo-
rate America, he diverted another $20 mil-
lion in tax credits to two other companies in
that same quarter.
The intention of this article is not to
throw a red herring to the welfare debate.
Our current welfare systems, both social
and corporate, are plain and simply inef-
fective and need a great deal of improve-
ment. However, the reform should not be
solely focused on social welfare. The effec-
tiveness of corporate welfare must also be
examined more closely. While Mayor
Giuliani has advocated replacing social
welfare with "workfare" for able-bodied
people on home relief, he should also couple
corporate welfare with "jobfare"-tying tax
breaks and other incentives to the creation
and maintenance of jobs. Until then, it is
an insult to New Yorkers whenever Repub-
licans, like Giuliani and Pataki, bash so-
cial welfare as if it were the worst evil men
have made on earth and dare not make the
same argument when asked about corpo-
rate welfare.
actually reduced the availability of jobs
dramatically.
The Taystee Bakery is the classic ex-
ample of a company that took the City's
money and ran. In 1992 after it benefited
from close to a million dollars in tax cred-
its, Taystee announced that it was return-
ing the favor to New York by relocating its
entire operation to Pennsylvania. (Thank
you Taystee for showing us how to play the
City for a sucker.)
Mayor Giuliani is perhaps the premiere
artist in making economic development
boondoggle deals. On January 24,1995 the
Mayor announced that CS First Boston had
agreed to remain, expand and provide up to
5,500 jobs from its original 3,704 jobs in
New York for the next two decades in ex-
change for $50.5 million in tax incentives.
However, less than three weeks from the
announcement, CS First Boston proclaimed
that 900 jobs would be eliminated in the
City in an attempt to cut operating expense
by 20 percent.. Also in January 1995,
Donaldson, Lufkin and Jenrette, as indi-
cated by the records of the Labor Depart-
ment, closed its municipal bond unit, which
employed 125 people and layoff another
125 in other units. These were jobs DJL






The Mayor has asked New Yorkers to
"make do with less." As Baruch· students,
we all know what that phrase translates
into-hundreds of dollars increase in tu-
ition, massive reduction in services, over-
crowded classrooms, horrible schedulesand
soon, already a heavy burden on our shoul-
ders, the 20 percent increase in subway
and bus fares. All of these were done in the
name of "balancing the budget" and "wel-
fare reform."
But while Giuliani's ax has fallen on
education, transportation, health care, so-
cial services and other social assistance
programs, he continues to line the pockets
of big corporations. Each year these corpo-
rations are awarded millions of dollars in
tax exemptions and abatements, ostensibly
to maintain or create new jobs for New
Yorkers.
However, based on a report recently
released by Manhattan States Senator
Franz -S. Leichter, there is no unbiased
evidence or credible study indicating that
corporate subsidies have benefited New
York's economy. In fact the report docu- .
ments one situation where a company took.
the City's money and ran. There are count-
less of other instanees waer-e companies,
after receiving millions from the City, have
"Republicans bash social
welfare as if it were the































continued on page 17
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sumers and businesses to perform
transactions in an electronic store-
front environment. The Netscape
Navigator is one ofthe most popu-
lar avenues ofentry into the infor-
mationsuperhighway, with 'eight
million users accessing the Web
via the Navigator. _
The students, Ian Goldberg, 22,
and David Wagner, 21, both com-
puter science majors, saidthattheir
motive for cracking the Navigator
code was not malicious in nature.
They would like to see a secure
Internet and they did not believe
the Navigator security, based on a







Consumer Privacy Is Invaded On The Net
By Sonni Cox: potentially lucrative source ofrev-
With the emergence of the ex- enue. However, recent security
panding home computer market flaws in one of the Web's major
over the previous two years, an software interfaceshas heightened
increasing number of computer the level of concern as to the risks
From The New York Times - users have been introduced to the oftransmittingsensitive consumer
vast resources available via the information via the Internet.
global Internet computer network On September 17, 1995, two
and its dynamic multimedia gate-. graduate students at the Univer-
way, the World Wide Web. sity ofCalifornia at Berkeley were
Phrases such as "surfingthe net", able to crack the encryption keys of
"net crusing", and the "informa- the Netscape Navigator Web
tion superhighway" are constantly "browser" software interface. A
mentioned in the mainstream of web "browser" is a program that
American society by computer us- allows the user of a computer to
ers, 'advanced and novice alike. easily search and navigate the vast
Many companies have established amount of information available
orarein the processofestablishing on the Internet. It also allows for
a presence on the Web to tap a the easier interactionbetween con-
From The Wall Street
Journal-
Though it is not the scope of
Hurricane Andrew, with winds
of 125 miles per hour,
Hurricane Opal is the fourth
most costly catastrophe to U.S.
insurers, and the third most
costly hurricane to sweep the
nation. Due to the great losses
caused by the lastest hurricane,
analysts anticipate insurers to
reinforce their efforts to limit
the number of policies they
write in coastal areas more
vulnerable to hurricane attacks.
. . -
Insurance premiums have been
sharply increased for Florida
homeowners ever ·since the .
invasion ofHwricane Andrew .
in 1992, WIth damages
amounting to nearly $15.5
billion. Especially with the
damages Hurricane Opal
caused, insurance premiums on
Florida homeowners are likely
, -
to increase even further..
Rap Industry's Dilemma:
Money.or Music?
Time Warner's Expansion Plans In Question
By Tawana Blount Food" by a crew of rap artists favor ofTime Warner's donations
All too often, big businesses called The Dog Pound. of thousands of dollars in cam-
choose profit over ethical judg- Of all the companies in the paign funds, as he is maintaining
ment, conflicting with the artists' music industry in the U.S. mar- his position against the music gi-
intent to retain total artistic con- ket, Time Warner has the biggest ant. Mrs. TuckerandMr. Bennett
trol over the sounds and images share at 22%. Time Warner itself have written to at least 150 orga-
they produce and manufacture. -claims only to have cornered 8% nizations and individuals- to ask
One industry that has sourly of the total rap industry. 'fo, aids in their cause. At the
became easy pickings for exploi- The ballyhoo came about with annual share holders meeting,
Mexico announced to repay tation and corruptness has been the rise ofDelores Tucker, Chair- protesters spoke out about the
the $12.5 bilion emergency the rap industry. With tales of woman of the National Political issue in an effort to pressure Time
loan package from the U.S.- artists being swindled and made Congress of Black Woman: Mrs: Warner to relinquish their share
earlier than scheduled, a move into ideal packages to be mar- Tucker along with William of Interscope Records.
which will alleviate some keted, integrity and true crafts- Bennett, former cabinet member The issue surrounding the $11
tensions toward the Clinton manship may sometimes play to President Bush, and Senator milliongenerat~dbythecompany
Administration for providing back burner to high yield market BobDole, who is making his pres- is that these lyrics are thought to
the fund. This decision by the ideas. . ence very noticeable with the be damaging the minds oftoday's
Mexican government will-make Time Warner, a media enter- presidential campaign approach- youths with gang violence and
it harder for critics who argued tainment corporation, has been ing, have gone on in an effort to drug dealing, not to mention the
that the borrowed money won't highlighted recently because of ban these lyrics. Ironically
their business relation with a con- enough, Dole is not returning the
~rep~d.C~~n~n~ilie ~~&~almpla~(fute~o~~-~~--------~----~==~~=======
payment "another important Records) that distributes the top
step on the road to financial - "gangsta rap" albums. -Time
recovery for Mexico." President Warner, which initially owned
ZediIlo of Mexico said that' "this 50% stock in Interscope Records,
is proof that the money...wasn't has had to come full circle and
a giveaway.". This decision also make a decision as to the future
lightened Mexico's economic of the rap label, owned inpart by
outlook which drew some Jimmy Iovine, a record producer,
nervousness over the past two and Ted Field, heir to Marshall
weeks. The nervousness had Field. But, as an eminent merger
paused the peso to decline about with Turner Broadcasting shows,
4% and the stock market it has not stopped Time Warner
around 10%. After the from ifloving forward. In fact,
repayment decision was Time Warner recently invested
announced, the Mexican stock $80 million in Interscope Records.
market climbed 3.6% ..and the according to The Wall Street Jour-
th nal to secure future earnings of ..
peso closed a~ 6.5350 to e t~.e.next album release "Dogg. ..' ....'":. ., . .. ..






The criminals in prisons are not misunder-
stood folks who need our tender loving care, A
1991 survey ofconvicted felons in state prisons
show they had killed 112,000 people; raped
90,000; robbed 299,0000 and assaulted 94,500
people.
Incarceration will not make crime obsolete,
but then again, nothingwill. Crime will always
be with us. But America can be restored to the
level of public safety it once took for granted.
Let us admit that rehabilitation doesn't work.
Criminals should be kept in jail for the full
length of their sentences. Perhaps this is too
"simplistic" for sociologists and their kind, but
they helped create the system we now have. Let
us no longer listen to the intelligentsia. We
should lockup criminals and throwaway the
key.
..
'(Herblock is on vacation)
'The Captains Said it Was A Merger, But, For Us,
It's More Like A Shipwreck'
Distributed by CREA TORS SYNDICA TE, INC.




The RAND Corporation, in a 1994 study,
concluded that full-term imprisonment can re-
sult in huge reductions in the general crime
rate. On California's new "three strikes and
your out" law, the study estimated that long-
term incapacitation ofrepeat offenders will cut
statewide crime an average of28 percent. That
represents 340,000 fewer crime victimization
per year.
Lock'Em Up! And Don't Forget to
• •
Throw Away the Key!
By Daniel Bagliore
In the 1960s, such brilliant liberals as Su-
preme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren, the
chiefjudge of the D.C. Court of Appeals David
Bazelon and the U.S. Attorney General Ramsey
Clark thought that the.emphasis on punish-
ment of criminals was the wrong approach.
They felt therapeutic alternatives to -punish- '.
ment, social programs and more rights for the
accused !nd convicted were more conducive.
With so manyinnocent lives lost, you would
think liberals would realize what their policies
have wrought. Rather, many refuse to admit
the error of their ways. In fact, many still call
for the same 'solutions,' despite their failure
and refuse to admit the effectiveness of locking
up criminals.
. By listening to liberals, one would think the
United States was going crazy locking people
up. But, as is not so uncommon, liberals tire
wrong. The incarceration rate per 1,000violent
crimes was 651 in 1960. Today it's only 388.
According to Karl Zinsmeister ofthe Ameri-
can Enterprise (May/June 1995), the Bureau of
Justice Statistics reports that only one ofevery
five arrested for a violent felony is subsequently
convicted and then sentenced to at least a year
in prison. Criminals who do end up in jail
typically spendjust a little more than two years
in confinement, serving on average only a third
of their sentence. Four out of five state prison
inmates today are repeat offenders. Almost
half of all inmates are in the midst of at least
their fourth sentence.
Zinsmeister further reports that 696,785
crimes are commit ted eachyear by criminals on
parole, probation or pretrial release. That
number includes 346,020assaults, 319,740 rob-
beries, 24,090 rapes, and 7,665 murders. Forty-
three percent of all felons released early are
rearrested for another felony within three years.
While the policies of the last thirty years
have been an absolute failure, many citizens
./
today are embracing an old idea-incarcera-
tion. A 1994 study conducted for the American
Legislative Exchange Council shows that in-
carceration lowers crime rates. The state-by- •
state findings showed close correlation between
shifting imprisonment rates and general crime
levels. The ten states with the strongest in-
crease in incarceration rates have an eight
percent reduction in the violent crime rate. The
ten states with the weakest increase in incar-
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finally realiz.ed that the Japa-
nese have several incredible
virtues in their management
systems,and have tried to in-
corporate them into America.
.Yes, I refer to Deming and
Jurang, but with an American
flair to their concepts. Namely
the individualistic credo that
every individual can'and does
matter. Every person is allowed
to express themselves more so
than in Japan. This leads to
greater creativity, ingenuity
and eventually America's 're-
gained dominance in every-
thing. Maybe, maybe not.
. One tbing that the United
States hopes to never dominate
hi' or come close to is Japan's
-debt-Iaden financial system.
With alttbe recent newsof cor-
'ruption and buried losses of
$1.1 billion, it is amaaingthat
. J apan is still growing at all.
All these debts will be wors-
en.ed according to Isamu
Miyazaki"boss of Japan's Eco-
nomic Planning Agency, who
said that "despite four years of
decline, land prices have fur-
ther to fall." As land prices fall
these debts grow-worse. What
is even worse (or better depend-
ing on what you believe) is that
this loss in value to land is an
equivalent ':to -the--destruetion'
of wealth. So what, you ask?
Well, that leads to a further
contraction of the economy due
to a lessening of consumption,
by landowners.
At present, the Japanese
economy is in such terrible
,"Japan ,·has had
the worst grotath.
among the big six
mentioned abooe,"
had to agree to her whimsical
demands for if. they hadn't it
would have been a guarantee of
depression for them.
Of course· it may have felt
good for that coward in the
White, House to hit Japan while
.it is down, but in the long run it
will be perilous' for the United
States, unless Japan stays
down forever. , In Asian cul-
ture, what Clinton ,did would
be forcing the Japanese to






From The Wall Street
Journal-
Friday, October 6
From The. Wall Street
Journal>
September sales of major





the figure is still below last
year's levels and others posting
stronger sales had to offer
discounts to attract shoppers.
e
. The Securities and
Exchange Commission eased .
the restriction on limiting the
use by corporations and mutual
funds of computer technology to
communicate with investors.
'Originally, companies and
funds were required to'send
investors paper copies for
prospectuses and financial
reports. With SEC's decision to
loosen the regulation, investors
maychoose to receive those"
docaments on their home
computers via e-mail messages
or by downloading them from
an Internet site maintained by
a company. This decision also
raised concerns about the
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J ames, a Trinidad and Tobago na-
tive, hasjoined Sara Lee Knit Prod-
ucts as Director of internal audit.
Rejoined the company from Global
", ~ Reefer Carriers,·' Ltd. (an affiliate
of Del Morrte J4"'resh. Pr-oduce, Lnc.)
.Curtis holds a' bachelor ofbusi-
ness .deg'ree from Baruch College
and is a certified' p'ubl ic accoun-
tant.
Sara Lee Knit Products, head-
quartered in Winston-Salem, N.C.,
'manufacturers and markets under-
wear and activewear under the
Hanes .arid Hanes· Her Way brand
n amea:
Curtis James.
Baruch Gr1aduates In The Spotlight: Part III
Sara Lee Knit Products'
New Director OfInternal Audit
IIIL-.__~~~--'------'
The economy is continuing
to grow at a moderate but not
extraordinary pace, and it is
unlikely to speed up soon .
according to government
figures. The index of leading
indicators which projects
economic activity six to nine
months jumped 0.2% in August
from a 0.2% decline in July.
However, this minuscule
increase signals only a modest
expansion of the U.S. economy
but not a boom. Meanwhile,
factory orders jumped 2.6% in
August.
Jo~phA. Graziano, Apple
Computer Inc.'s Chief Financial
Officer hi-red six years ago, has
resigned from the computer
maker's board and will leave
thecompany by the end of the
year after his failed attempt to
persuade the boardand Chief
Executive Officer Michael A.
Spindler to sell or merge the '7










this? Does he want Japan to
return to being an agrarian so-
ciety?
Japan's situation may not
be all. that bad if they can man-
age to change their sexist and
racist culture into a more dy-
namic one. People, it must be
realized, do matter. Incentives
and greater freedom leads to
greater economic growth as
proven by the United States_
over the past ten years. (It has
been. the top performing
economy of the developed
world.) They must free their
citizens by reducing regulations
and government controls and
teach them to think indepen-
dently. The group concept is
sound if team structure exist
where each person can express
themselves fully.
I'd like to end with an in-
t.et-estirig and _positive aspect
about the Japanese govern-
ment. They have more control
over the American dollar's rise
and fall than does the United
States government or Federal
-Reserve,-witness -the dollar's
recenc-climb. Japanese engi-
neering no doubt. Then remem-
ber all that talk from Robert
Rubin several months ago about
how we must maintain the dol-
lar. Was the United States Gov-
ernment successful? As I re-
call the dollar fell remarkably. -
Maybe that tells us something
that we are doing wrong? Upon
review, I think the Americans
are doing quite fine.
effort.
Even with the current security
upgrades being made, and the
promise of a better integrated se-
curity effort over the Internet, the
key to the development of wide-
spread commercial activity occur-
ring via the Internet will be how
well consumers fear of unautho-
rized access oftheir information by
hackers are allayed. However, it
appears that great work needs to
be done in that realm. A USA
Todayllntelliquest survey of tech-
nology users found that only 5%' of
thosepolledtrustsendingcrediteard
informationover theInternet. Credit
card numbers are a major part of
rapidturnover oftransa.ctions inour
economic world With that great of
a majority unable to trust personal
financial information being trans-
mitted over this medium, it could
hamper the development of broad
scale business being done over the
Internet.
high. What is most ironic is words. Masayoshi 'I'akemura
that this policy has lead to the actually denounced material
employment of too many people, progress. He said that "Japan
especiallywhite collar workers. should put an end to mass pro-
'There exists a huge number of duct ion and mass consump-
redundant and'uselesawcrker-s _tion." Wh. does he mean by
doing nothing ofvalue. A shock-
ing example of ~this .would be
the Hankyu, a bunch of depart-
ment stores. They had so many
excess m-anagers that it has an-
nounced that it plans to layoff
60% of its managerial staff.
They also said that from now
on they shall base pay on merit
rather than on seniority. What
a concept, paying somebody ac-
cording to what they do. How
revolutionary! The old system
would be the equivalent of giv-
ing Freshman at Baruch D's,
Sophomores C's, Juniors B's
and Seniors all A's. It would
not matter how much you stud-
ied but merely what class stand-
ing you have.
I would have had more faith
in Japan reforming their ways
by elimination of lifetime em-
ployment policies and other
retched policies but then I read
Japan's Finance Ministers
''home page", which is an equiva-
lent to a main menu, on the Web.
Ironically, one week before the
flaw was discovered, Terisa Sys-
tems, Inc" an Internet security
software company, announced a re-
organization structure that would
"Great work needs
to 'be done in that
realm."
include some ofthe biggest on-line
and Internet players, including
Netscape, as equity shareholders.
The other notable companies in-
clude CompuServe (a subsidiary of
H&'R Block, Inc.), America Online,
and International Business Ma-
chines (ffiM), a 50% stakeholder
(Sears holds the other 50%) in the
Prodigyon-line service. The intent
of- this union is to form a unified
and consistent Internet security
-,
continued from page 15
Consumer Privacy & The Internet
continued form page 13
time and other information, was
adequate. Soon after crackingthe
code, they posted their findings on
the Internet newsgroup (a bulletin
board) conducted by a group named
the "Cyberpunks", a group of cryp-
tographers.
The Navigator is the primary
product of Netscape Communiea-
tions Corporation, one of the most
promisingcompanies in the technol-
ogy sector and author ofthe hottest
initial public offering (IPO) in sev-
eral years. The company, troubled
bythepotential effect these findings
could have on their financial posi-
tion, confirmed the findings of .the
students and immediately assumed
a reactive stance. They announced
plans to make available an update
that would include increased secu-
rity measures. That update was
subsequentlymadeavailableon_Sep-
tember27 tousersvia the Netscape
shape that the government has
launched .its sixth Keynsian
spending plan in just three
years. Are they trying.:to dis-
prove . Keynes? So far, these
spending -outbreaks have had
minimal, if any affect. Since
, 1992, one thousand small busi-
nesses have been closing down
per month and the situation
. might get worse. What the
Japanese government fails to
realize is that the market arid
the psychology of individuals
play a greater role than all their
plans. This massive deficit
spending of theirs will be offset
by a rise in long .term interest
rates in thatbonds.must be sold
at record numbers to help the
government gain the money ~~At p reeent; the
they wantto waste. ,:~his mar-
ket ris-e in long term rates will Japanese economy
cause a decline in investment, is in such terrible
possibly negating all of the in-
creases in spending. Plus aShape t hat the
higher long term ra~e will lead g'o oern m e nt has
to a greater h o l d i n g of the
"Mighty Yen", thus raising its' launched its sixth
exchange value. This makes TT· d
buying Japanese condoms and ~eyns"an spen -
other produ~tsmore expensive ing plan· in just
for a~h~~~~~::s~fshort te;m- three years."
rates 'being cutnny more are'
nearly null. At present the dis-
count rate is at .5%. Yes, one
half of one percent. Now if the
- lowest rates since the Great De-
-pression haven't spurred eco-
nomic growth, what will?
Besides the lowest interest
rate, Japan has reached a post-
World War II high of-their offi-
cial unemployment now at
3.2%. For a country that has
an irrational policy of lifetime






plans to build a $4 billion
satellite system for two-way
global computer networking,
video-conferencing and other
on-demand services in a
challege to plans by the Hughes
Electronics unit of General
Motors Corp. and the separate
Teledesic Corp. venture.
- . -
From Tlie New York TImes-
'fuesday, October '3
. A week after Daiwa Bank
admitted that an unscrupulous -
trader in its New York branch
lost $1.1 billion, state and
Federal regulators imposed
unusually tough restrictions on
the Japanese bank. The
regulators charged the bank
with unsafe and unsound
banking practicesfor.its lack of _
trading controls. Also, the bank
was charged with violating
state and Federal rules by
delaying nearly twomonths to
alert regulators its problems.
Daiwa was ordered to wind
down nearly all trading
activities for itsown account in
- its New York branch and to
make daily reports on its
positions to the Federal
Reserve. The bank was also
banned from entering new lines
of business. A cease-and-desist
order, the most severe form of
regulatory action, was jointly
issued by the Federal Reserve
and the New York State .
Banking Department against
Daiwa.
Business .The World's·Second Biggest
News Economy iiI Crisis
AtA Glance .. .
. A car haulers strike hurt u.s.
motor vehicle sales in
September, leading the General
Motors Corporation and the
Chrysler Corporation to release
disappointing Semptember
sales figure. 5,000 mem rs of
the International Broth ood
ofTeamsters at Ryder S tem
Inc.'s car hauling unit ed
the strike, and if their e rt
continues, October sale ould
be hindered further. ~l olas
Lobocarro, an analyst th S.G.
Warburg, also account
Chrysler's decline in sales to
the result of consumer
resistance tohigher prices on
new 1996 modelsas inventories




\OU call in i lu- C.S.
callThe
Dexter's not his usual self.
You s u s p e cz the salsa.
..





(Too bad about the consultation fee.)
no matter "rho, how, when or where
~
life can be complicated. A1&T True Reach Savings?' is simple. Save 25°10 on every kind of call on
your A1&T phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, fax and modem -
when you spend just $25 a montlt No other plan gives you all these different ways to save'" '"'
Just call 1800 TRUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That's Your True Cboicet"•
"Refers [0 long distance calls billed to :\T&T home or A1&T Calling Card accounts. Discounts off AT&T basic rates. Certain exclusions apply
Subject to billing availability Offer available to residential AT&T customers: Minimum spending requirement is per residential line. ··Compared to major long distance carriers.
























tionwide, were besieged by 'appli-
cants with majors'ranging from
economics to music compositions
to philosophy.
You-can call it Netscape effect
ifyou want. Thanks to advances in
programming languages that al-
low people without technical expe-
rience and expertise to write soft-
ware codes, software designers
need not have computer science
degrees. "A computer science ma-
jor is really not that important,"
saidMs. Mars ofComputerAssoci-
ates" "as they learn more and more
about the product, they start to get
involved in the code and then move
into development, where theywrite
code. The type of people we hire
have such initiative that they learn
on their own."
HELP WANTED
Hook up with each other 0
the all newDATELINE. Cal
1-900-255-1515. Ext. 6301.
•





Profit. Send SASE to Air P




tives wanted to sell and mar
ket winter getaway, week
ends, ski vacafrions
motorcoach tours and sprin
break. We have the hottes
spring break and ski desti
nations available.' Highes
, commissions paid, travel fo





who graduated from college last
year, would probably have become
a teacher, journalist or graduate
student. But just three months
'after graduation, Mr. Letizi is up
to his earsin computer software as
a technical advisor'to customers of
a company that sells access to the
Internet, On his own time, he is
learning computer programming.
And with six other- people, he is
starting to distribute music on the
Internet.
Across the country, a genera-
anama City Beach. Call 1-
00-648-4849
Experienced American
ady ESL teacher, private
essons mid-town Manhat-
an. All levels, all areas, in-
luding w'riting skills,
erm papers and TOEFL.
emale students only. $20/
r. Free consultation. 679-
706.
tion of college graduates with no
technical trainingisstreaminginto '
the computer software business.
"There's no doubt thatbeing a com-
puter software company - people
see that as the place to work right
now," said Lisa Mars, the Vice
President of human resources at
Computer Associates in Islandia,
L.I., the nation's second largest soft-
ware compa!1Y' Last spring, re-
cruiters rom t ecompanyw OVlS-
ited more than 75 campuses na-
"And what do all
of these mean to
us, college gradu-
ates who are fight-
ing hard for a
job?"
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH
GO FREE ! ! ! Student





was valued at $58 million on Wall
Streetovernight this summer. The
perplexing fact is ,that Netscape
.has never made any profit since it
is founded although it does have
products and sales. People who are
familiar with Internet know that
the company, is best known for its
Netscape Navigator, the software
that allows computer users to view
the World Wide Web (WWW), the
graphical portion of the Internet.
Netscape also makes Web server
software, which allows businesses
to build Web sites for customers to
visit. The company is also a pio-
neer in the encryption business on
the Internet, making it safe for
credit-card numbers to be used and
enablingcommerce on the Internet.
The challenge is - how do in-
vestors and bankers value a com-
pany without earnings, in an in-
dustry in which people have yet to
make serious money? "Really, it's
a company with the right guys,
with the right product at the right
time,"exclaims LiseBuyer, an ana-
lyst with T. Rowe Price's Science &
Technology Fund. That's correct,
browsers of the Internet (the right
guys), software and computer (the'
r'ightpsoduct), and in the high tech
era of 1990s (the right time).
And what do all of these mean
~u~ooll.e~~ua~~~w~h~o~a~r~e~,~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~-~~~
fighting hard for hunting for ajob?














By Mitch Lei Feng
When Netscape went to initial'
public offering(IPO) this summer,
it came up with one of the biggest
opening days in Wall Street his-
tory.. The initial talkingprice range
was from $11 to $14 before IPO,
and with ~organ Stanley as its
major underwriter, Netscape was
scheduled to offer 3.5 million
shares. However, fervent inves-
tors were extraodridnarily
enthusiaticabout thecompanythat
the number of offering shares was
The Internet Industry:
A New Career Path For College Graduates
increased to 5 million and the price
range was up from $11-$14 to $21-
$24. Finally, on the first day of
trading, opening price started at
$28 and hit $73 in the same day.
N ow it is at the sixties.
, The company was conceived in
April 1994 by James H. Clark, the
founder and former chairman of
Silicon Graphics, and Marc L.
Andreessen, then a 22-year-old
college senior and co-author of the






,::' ts ,.cxcep tiorial lv lovv. ""
():' <. o u r sc. eXDeI1Se~ are o n Iv one !'actor.to
At TIAA-CREl'~we believe people vvould
like to spend more on retirement, not on their,
retirement company. Ifyou'J like to see how
our approach can help keep more of your money
working for you, call us at 1 800 842-2776 (8
a i rn , to 11 p,m. ET, wcc kclavs ). Wcd consider it
a corn p l i me nt.
TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit.
\\'hile we're committed to keepillg ~uL¥Pfnses~
down. vvc spare nothuur in striving to provide
top-quality investment choices, financial exper- _
tise. and personal sen.·ice. Because that can make
;t difference in the long run, too.
~ o ns icic r ",,,,hen vo u make an investment decision
,L,:lllis an,' reported aher- ~dl o pc r a t ing costs have
, ,. l' ' '\.', I) , 11 "1' I \ \'"L'n 1.it.'d~.H'tc( , .... ,LUH1;:.rd '-~ 001' s t';t oS : l s
fees aside from a Yel-y mudest operating expense
c~' 1/4 of 1(~/() of a n n u it v assets. Interest a ud di,,'i-
Ensuring the future




IT'S NOT RY DAY
YOUGETACOMPL
LIKE T.
We make low expenses a high priority.
I' H. 1 :'\ C J P L L ~ Ii f ~ () t ~}) lZ I" T I }Z I, .\ ~ I" ~ T 1:\ v 1" S T I :\ c:
• I
tries.
In fact. Morningstar. Inc. -one of t h c
nation's leading sources or variable annuity and
mutual fund information -says, "Size isn't a con-
straint; it.-.enables CREF to realize a r-emarkablc
economy of' scale. "'1 According to iv\orningstar's
data, CREF's "minuscule" 0.3\ % average fund
expense charge was lcss than half that charged
by comparable funds,'
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges no
Because or our size and our' cxcj usi ve focus
on serving the needs of educational and research
communities. TIAA-CREF's costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual fund indus-
A \1 final1li;d l'O\'np;ll1ic:,; cku':;l' O[lt.·!·ating- fees,
.n and ('xpe!1s('s-sorne more than other's, ()t
cour-se. the \0'1.\'\.'1' the expenses.\ o u p.i\', the Let-




11AA-CREt~expcN1C5an: sub;cct to change and an: not guaranteed for the future. CREF is a variable annuity and it. n:turns an: not suaran-
teed.'~ Vallie ofyour inftitme:nt can go up or down, no matter what expense: levels an:. CREF certificates an: distributed by TIAA-CR~F
JndiVid.... aDd JAStitutioaal Savica. For more complete information. including charge. and~ call ,I 800 842-2773. extension 5509.
far. pa.pcU", Read the~ carefully before you invest or 8CIId money. Date of lint UIC: 7/95.
I, Slt1/U)tlrrJ c~' P,Jt,r:' 11I.llIrtlfltY Rt,/u~" Alltl~Y,'i." 1995; Lipper Analytical Services. Inc., Lil'l't'r-Dirrd"r,,' A'1l11.VIl~',rI Data, 1995 (Quarterly).
2. Source; Morningstar, Vtrrittblr Al11l11ilu.,/Li.k 4/12195, 3. Of the 2.358 variable annuity funds tracked by Morningstar,
the average fund had annual expenses of 0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24%. Source: Morningstar. Inc., for periods
cnding July 3 I. 1995. 4. ~itll1t)',rrJ c." P,Jt,r:, 11I•.mrtllltY &I,i~q AJltl~Y,'i." 1995.
cn------------------------------------------------------ - - - - - - -
~Time Warner's Expansion Plans In Question
~ ,
~o ing Interscope the option to buy "gansta rap" (if in fact there is Ore (Andre Young) is serving a 5-
continued from page 13
~ out the 50% stock that Time some hidden plethora of intellec- month work release sentence for
~ highly offensive lyrics descrtbing Warner held in the record com- tual skill behind calling women violation of his probation on an
mwomen. Gerald Levine, the 55- pany. Are we seeing a new gen- "b-tches" and putting music to a earlier 'assault charge. Snoop
-:. year-old Chief Executive of Time eration of hard-core gangsta rap cops and robbers episode ofurban Doggy Doggfaces a murder charge
~ -Warner, at the annual sharehold- goers that would "do or die" for society). Levin himself has been for a 1993 shooting incident, and,
CD ers meeting in May said he un- gangsta rap or are we witnessing reported as declining when asked the owner of Death Row Records
~ derstood that the lyrics were of- the sad exploitation of big busi- to repeat the offensive lyrics in Marion Knight pleaded guilty to
~ fensive and said that he would ness men in the rap industry? the albums of the artists in ques- 2 counts of an assault with a
~ meet with executives to draw up Even in the midst ofan unset- tion. deadly weapon. The entire Death
guidelines for rap lyrics. These tling issue, Time Warner has The artists as well as the lyr- Row company is being looked into
guidelines Levin spoke of have managed to become even bigger. ics leave one wondering if it is as a result of the death ofa guest
not materialized as of yet. As of September 22, Gerald an- indeed just the lyrics that should who was stomped to death at a ..
The question is, why would a nounced a deal with Ted Turner have been questioned before re- party.
company generating $7.396 bil- to bring about a ,merger between leasing these records. The major Through out all the activities
lion in operating revenue continue Time Warner and Turner Broad- artists 2Pac, Snoop Doggy Dogg, involving the settling of the is-
to hold on to a company that is casting. This upcoming merger and Dr. Dre are all facing crimi- sue,dismissingofexecutivessuch
obviously blemishing their image? with Turner shows Mr., Levin's nalcharges.2Pac(TupacShakur) as Mr. Morris and filing of nu-
Whe.n the controversy first came business savvy but it would be is currently in .prison serving an merous lawsuits, Time Warner
into the public eye, there was talk absurd to think that Levin sees 18-month to 4-1/2-year sentence has remained steady in only one
ofreleasing the company and giv- the creative geniuses behind for sexually abusing a fan. Dr. · though-theirflipfloppingoftheir
stake on the issue as a complete
entity. HBO and WMG (Warner
Music Group) created public ser-
vice ads aimed at deglamorizing
guns and violence while Master
Ace, distributed by Time Warner
sings, "All we want to do is mur-
der, murder, murder, kill, kill,
kill; [Boston Globe August 11,
1995] Warner Music Group is re-
ported by sound scan as having
contributed 25% to Time Warner,
-$3.99 billion in 1994. Warner
Music Group is now at $172 mil-
lion.
According to The Wall Street
Journal, Mr. Morris, a former
employee ofTime Warner, stated
that while he doesn't approve of
every lyric his company publishes,
there is an audience that enjoys
and approves of rap music. He
further notes that " we can't se-
lect music based on pressure
groups that totally ignore con-
sumers and artists."
In conclusion, whether or not
the lyrics of these artists, are in
good taste is a matter of indi-
vidual preference but the ques-
tion of distribution is left with
the companies themselves.
Should there be guidelines as to
how or if lyrics like these should
be distributed? Out of 28 rap
albums distributed by Time
Warner, only 15' have parental
advisory labels. But, how many of
those 15 that don't really need
them is still in doubt.
Even though Time Warner
executives have admitted to the
lyrics being offensive, do they in-
tend to do anything to rectify their
dilemma? Their only obvious so-
lution has been to put more funds
into the record labels being the
business moguls that they are. In,
the meantime children are being
exposed to potentially damaging
lyrics. Women and other groups
are being subjected to the offenses
and still the question is what will
Time Warner do? An even more
interesting question may be - does
Time Warner even care beyond







Key is a non-profit, academic
honors organization which pro-
vides academic recognition, lead-
ership opportunities, career net-
working and scholarships. The
Society has 230 chapters across
the United States, Puerto Rico
and Australia.' Membership into
the Society is by invitation only
to the top 15% ofjuniors and 'se-
niors in all fields of study.
deavors and to become a might force
in CUNY colleges." CMC sees their
purpose rooted in the power of mu-
sic to uplift, soothe encourage and
establish unity and to open commu-
nication to listeners. As for the stu-
dents, CMC is their opportunity for
the interchanging of ideas and par-
ticipation in special events.
At present, the CUNY Mass
Choir is scheduled to appear in con-
cert on October 28, ,1995 ~t Medgar
Evers College which is located at
1650 BedfordAvenue in Brooklyn at
6PM. CMC·will' hold their Christ-
mas Cultural Festival at John Jay
College, located at 45 West 59th
Street on December 7, at.6PM.
For more information re-
garding tickets or auditions for the








to select Golden Key chapters.* .
which have excelled in com-
munication, leadership, public
relations, faculty and admin-
istrative involvement and
campus and community ser-
VIce.
Chapter officers ac-
cepted the award at the
Golden Key International
The prestigious Key Convention, "Capitalizing on
Chapter Award was presented Partnerships: Scholarship and
to members of the Baruch Col- Service." All chapters may ap-
lege chapter of Golden Key ply for the award however, only
National Honor Society at the the most outstanding are se-
AUIDlst 11, 1995 International' lected to receive the honor. Dr.
Convention Awards Lunche6n Ronald Aaron, associate dean of























The City University of
New York Mass Choir (CMC) is
looking for it few good voices. The
Choir's goal is to expand their
establishment to include all 21
CUNY Colleges and establish
Chapter Affiliations in each col-
lege. Any CUNY student or
alumni who is interested in em-
barking on this musical journey
can audition for the choirduring
this fall semester.
The CUNY Mass Choir
was esjablished in January 1995.
Tonya Lewis, Director of CMC,
says, "The choir is a product of
many students who foresaw the
need to have a collaborate effort
of the different CUNY college
choirs and students united as one
voice to fellowship, support and
encourage one another in its en-
. Q. I took a course in
summer school and received
a "D" grade. I have had a
pretty good average up until
now and do not want a "D"
grade on my record. Can I
take the class over?
Q. I am a freshman
and I know that I want to
major in business. Why can't
I start my business courses
now?
Unfortunately, students
cannot receive credit for a course
they repeat, if they have earned
credit for that course at Baruch
or at another college. When you
register for classes, be sure that
you are able to commit yourself
to doing your best.
dents who have extraordinary
circumstances that they can
document must make a written
"appeal to the Undergraduate
Committee on Academic Stand-
ing. Appeal forms are available
in room 902 of the 26th Street
building.
Freshmen who do not have to
take remedial courses can register
for Business 1000. The Baruch
course of study requires that stu-
dentscomplete 61J.!.~c:i~~~~d\1~te
credits, including a group ofcourses
called junior status courses. (See
pages 10 and 28 of the College Bul-
letin) The business courses begin at
the 3000 orjunior level and require
a level ofacademic maturity that it
is hoped a student will achieve dur-

















that there are some questions
tha t reoccur.
My column will provide
you with answers to curricular
guidance questions that pertain
to the School of Business and we
welcome all questions from stu-
dents about policy and proce-
dures.
By Dr. Audrey Williams
Let me begin by introduc-
ing myself. I am the Executive
Director ~I-StudentServices for
the School-of Business. All Of-
fice ofCurricular Guidance pro-
fessional and clerical staff re-
port to me. We are dedicated to
helping students solve curricu-
lar problems that relate to
As peryour request
Here are some questions
that students have asked me re-
ce~.
Students may withdraw
from the college during the first
ten weeks of the semester: Af-
ter the third week, however,
they "will receive a "W" grade.
Except in.extraordinary circum- .
stances, a student cannot with-
draw after the tenth week. Stu-
DR. WILLIAMS' COLUMN WILL APPEAR REGU-
LARLY IN THE TICKER AND WILL ADDRESS AT
LEAST ONE QUESTION SUBMITTED BY A BARUCH
STUDENT PER ISSUE. QUESTIONS MUST BE SUB-
MITTED IN WRITING TO DR. WILLIAMS IN ROOM














Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
. . . '.. .. ...
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.· .
. . -
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
, . ~ .
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless ofqrades or parents income levels.
This Directory will provide. information for StudentsorIndividuals wishing or attending
high. schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, voc~tional.institutions,undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.
The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
. ... . . '.
.Information on~~at.aidjs available and howyou ca~ g.et. it._The timeto -apply Is .new!
You can apply as early es yourjunior year in high school, or durinq your undergraduate
)" .
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It's not that I don't love you, it's just
that you needed a playful kick in the .
- .
bum..




I love you Thanks for always











IF YOU COULD. CHANGE ONE THING ABOUT
BARUCH, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
The Ticker is looking for a copy editor, the
person must be proficient in spelling, grammer
and have a full command of the English
language. No experience is neccessary just a
willingness to commit If you are interested




7LBS, 11 1/2 oz.
SEPT. 26, 1995 AT 11:46 PM.
CONGRATSJOEANDTARA
Ian, /







. THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO. .




. Congratulations and the best of
luck, I know 'you'll be fine.
Mary
Happy Birthday Christine,








• ;;r- ....... ,
Dennis,
Shape up or Ship out.
You know who
Jan,












"THE ATIITUDE 'OF THE WOMEN AT
BAR,UCffi-. THE ONLY.ANSwER THAT





"HOW BARUCH ORGANIZES IT'S ATH-
LETIC PROGRAM - SUPPORT IT."
TINISHA HAWKINS..
JUNIOR





You are in my Friday Calculus class
12:25 ...
I sit in the back.iyou sit in the front.
Maybe one day I'll have enough
nerve' to look you in the eye .
J.P.
I just wanted you and the whole world to




To SHAWN at the spanish club,
Your looks and sincerity make me
want "to eat you up.•.•.,
Your long time secret admirer
•
Gladys,




Don't Worry, Be Happy
A Concerned friend
Send all Personal Place s·ubmissions to Candida
Deller-Kortright C/O The\Ticker 360 Park Ave. South
























Welcome back to Fall 1995.
Beta Alpha Psi - National Ac-
counting Honor Society invites
you to join us~JJefa·:AIpliaPSI - - -
was formed by accounting stu-
dents with high scholastic ex-
cellence on February 12, 1919
at the University of Illinois. To-
day, it has 194 chapters in uni-
versities and colleges around
the nation. The chapter is re-
stricted in schools which are
credited by the American Asso-
ciation of Collegiate Schools of
Business.
Since the society is one of
the most prestigious organiza-
tions for accounting, members
have to meet all of the follow-
ing requirements: GPA - being
modified, Attendance - must at-
tend meetings; only three(3)
absences are allowed, and do
. olunteer Committee Service
work - totalling 20 hours.
Being a member, you can
experience valuable contacts
with fellow students, get first
face to face contact with recruit-
ers and learn. more about ac-
counting firms through external
networking. The following are
the tentatively scheduled meet-
- ·n:gs-for- Fall·1995: -.".' -... .
.. 1. Internal Auditing and
Internship Opportunities by In-
ternal Auditors Academic Rela-
tions Committee
2. Mock Interview by
Deloitte & Touche
3-. Symposium - alterna-
tive to Public Accounting
4. Second Interview by
Ernst & Young
Don't miss this opportu-
.nity. See us in our meetings.
..,
GEO GE by~K SZORADY
~!SO 'JbclVE 8WI~1H6 ~I FoR 1W Lj\lIST





















ther, with whom he had always
been especiallyclose, became seri-
ously ill, was hospitalized and
thereafter lapsed into a coma.
When not at work or school,
Doobay was at his father's bedside
to tend to his needs even though
the elder Doobay remained uncon-
scious.
while, he continued faithfully to
visit his father on a daily basis.
But his father's condition continu-
ally worsened and finally, toward
the end of the semester, Dubey's
father passed away. Doobay took
a few days <!fffromwork and school
to be with his' family and mourn
his beloved father's passing.
Rising early each day, As soon as he was able,
Doobay would ride the train into Doobayreturned to class and even-
Manhattan from his home in Far tually completed and turned in all
Rockaway, utilizing the hour long of his assignments. He also pre-
trip to read assignments and do pared for and took final exams. For....
homework. He would then make one course, he took an incomplete
a stop at the hospital on the way but turned in the required assign-
to his office (he had obtained spe- ments within a few days after the
cial permission to be allowed in close of the semester..
outside ofvisiting hours.) Doobay Clearly, Doobay places
also had permission from his em- great value on education and ap-
ployerto come in late becau~plies to it the same integrity and
was always careful to leave t work ethic that he applies to ev-
next day's instructions for his b- erything else. Furthermore,
ordinates the evening before. Doobay has no qualms about be-
Only after the day's work ing a nontraditional student. Says
was done (which usually ran later Doobay, "Education is very impor-
i than 5PM) would Doobay rush otT tant for anybody, any age...going
:! to school where he"grappled With- back to school at my age, I'm happy .
i an astonishing 13 credits. When· doing it; I'm proud to say that I've
l
~cI.ass ended (after. 9P~) Doobay gone back~ school."
faced the long tram ride back to This semester, Doobay is
~Far Rockaway, which at night still working 40 plus hours a week,
'. time, could take up to two hours. still supervising a department of
Arrivinghome at almost midnight, eight accountants and still manag-
he would collapse into bed, only to ingone billion dollars in assets. He
rise early the next: morning and also still attends classes four
start the process allover again. nights a week., carrying a 12 credit
As his father's condition course load. However he is free
worsened, Doobay spent more time from the additional afflictions he
at the hospital and less time in had to deal with. "Compared to
class. Naturallj; he began to fall last semester, it almost seems nor-
.behind; at onepoint, he was behind malDOW;~he···says. -Doohaynever·
ori at least .se~en papers. The de- gave up his' school .nd never
mands of hISJob only added to the shirked his job responsibilities.
pressure. Through it all, Doobay Neither did he once abandon the
somehow managed to keep his father he loved.
emotional equilibrium. He contin- Velvet and Steel. That's
ued to, produce on the job and to Sherwin Doobay:
try to catch up with his assign-
ments.
A devout Roman Catholic,
Dubey's religions faith was a key
factor in his struggle to persevere
in spite of his adversities. Mean-
-
Street area, competition is very
heavy, Unless you have a certain
[level] of education, it's hard to
-eommand -mi)ftey-tor] .eGntro1
people. . _
Doobay speaks from expe-
rience. By day, he is an assistant
vice president at a brokerage firm
where he supervises eight accoun-
tants and personally manages
some one billion dollars in asset
funds. However, the handsome
soft-spoken East Indian is also a
survivorwith a bar ofsteel beneath
his quiet exterior.
Last semester, Doobay's fa-
•
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Student Profile: Sherwin Doobay
, .
By-David S. Ortiz
Sherwin Doobay is a "non-
trad" (one ofthe number ofreturn-
ing college students over the age
of" 25" 'rererred" -to-as··.....rio·otra'di;;;·
tional" students) and he' has had
his trial by fire...
Mr. Doobay, 30, is an ac-
counting and finance major at
Baruch. Asked why he has re-
turned to school to seek, a
bachelor's degree at an age when
many other people are pursuing a
master's or doctorate, or are fin>
ished with school altogether,
Doobay doesn't miss a beat. ''Com-
petition," he .says. "In the Wall .





























"I ~av~mixed feelings abou
eating' leftover meatloaf wit
more hair than me."










unit of CUNY, in
1969. He is also
one' of the found-
ing fathers of the Alumni Associa-
tion, helping to set up the awards
structure. He has chaired the
Class Organization Committeefor
the past five years, more than dou-
bling attendance at the annual
class organization social event.
Currently a Senior Accoun- -
tant at the Smithtown Central Dis-
trict on Long Island, O'Connors
has served on numerous alumni
committees; these include the 'au-
dit, legal, membership, bylaws,
nominating,' class organization,
awards and social committees.
--- --'------------ ------------
teaching law at agency in the ·US. With offices in
night. In fact, New York, Chicago, San Francisco
during her ten- and Paris, it plans to also open an
ure at Baruch, office in London, England. Bohbot
Stansky has serves on the Board ofAdvisors for
taught nearly the Whitney Houston Foundation
every under- for Children. He is also a major
graduate and contributor to Toys 'R'Us'Evening
graduate course for Special Children.
offered in the law Newman
department. is Chief Execu-
Allen J. Bohbot and Allan tive of Key Food
Newman are the winners of the Stores Co-opera-
outstandingAchievementAward$-- tive Inc: He has
Bohbot, a BBA graduate in 1977, served as Chair-
is chairman and chiefexecutive of- man of the fund
fleer of Bohbot Communications raising drives for
Inc., a media and entertainment various philan-
company for the youth market. thropicorganiza-
BCI is the third largest indepen- tions and is a
dent media planning and buying member of the
26 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
MONDAY,OCTOBER'2ND 6:00- 7:00PM
Manhattan Center - 131 West 56th Street (Between 6th & 7th Avenues)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12TH 6:00 - 7:00 PM
New Brunswick Center - 390 George Street, New Brunswick, NJ
Kaplan's English classes for the TOEFL
start Mid-October in Metro New York.
Call now to reserve a seat at a location nearyou!
MONDAY, OCTOBER 9TH 6:00 - 7:00 PM
Queens Center - Queens College Student Union, Flushing
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19TH 6:00 - 7:00' PM
Manhattan Center - 131 West 56th Street (Between 6th & 7th Avenues)
1·800·522·7770
E d II cat i o 11 a lee 11 t e r s
THIS SCHOOL IS AUTHORIZED UNDER FEDERAL LAW TO ENROLL NON-IMMIGRANT ALIEN STUDENTS.
--l
MONDAY, OCfOBER 16TH 6:00 -7:00 PM
Bergen Center - 387 Main Street, Hackensack, NJ
Attend a free TOEFL class atKaplan ,
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5TH 6:00 - 7:00 PM
Westchester Center - 220 East Post Road, White Plains
By Antoinette Coulton
This year's recipients of
Baruch College's Alumni Associa-
tion Awards are continuing to ex-
cel, not only in their educational
achievements, but also in some




Baruch is the re-
cipient of the




start as an execu-
tive assistant to
the Dean of Graduate Studies in
1962, Stansky has worked to estab-
lish a healthcare and a doctoral
program in CUNY; all this while
\

























continued on page 31
pornography's roots I found my-
self nailed to Bruce Williamson's
August 1973 ~article
chronicling the era of Linda
Lovelace. The lure ofthe past was
so irresistiblyFreudian for me and
my Id that we decided. to' forgo
dinner and re-experience articles





Some suggest censorship to be a
night terror exclusive to pornogra-
phers and pedophiles. They say
we should ignore their cries as we .
burn their libraries offilth! Spare
me. Desire is a demon who per-
spires of perseverance. The rea-
...---------'------_._-----_.....-- ..------,--~
"Among the few who have not ex-
pressed themselves on the issues
ofsex, violence, and censorship in
the movies in a comprehensive
fashion are those whose opinions
are, theoreticallyat least, the most
highly regarded -the nation's film
critics. At any rate; they get paid
to have them." Koeugh, modest to
a fault, leaves the genius of this
work to beuncovered by eyes with
a fetish for footnotes. -The cri-
tiques were published. at the same
time their respective targets
blazed on the big screen. This
absence of "hindsight-waffling"
renders a historical account of in-
terest to more thanjust the lonely,
bookstore-roaming film-buff.
Remember "Deep Throat?" I
was a mere oneyear old, but in my
quest for commercial
November marks the release of
ety oUllm Critics on Sex. Violence.
~ It is the latest
installment in Mercury House's
Nati6riat Society of Film Critics se-
ries::'" edited -by Peter Keough.
Keough, who has been-the film edi-
tor ofthe Boston Phoenixsince 1989,
is also a polished essayist and sharp
critic in his own right. He prefaces
the nine subcategories within this
anthology, therebyservingas a guide
on a trip through time as we revisit _
those films that made us stop and
reflect on the sexuality and violence
we indirectly contracted Hollywood
to conjure.
The book pulls off this cinemato-
graphic"Backto theFuture"through
the voices of the film critics them-
selves. Mr. .Keough prefaces:
--------------'_._---~-~._.-...._---------
New Collection Of Critical Essays.Tackles Censorship
Ticker reporter Manny Rodriguez goes behiDd the scenes of the
daytime soap "One Life To Live." Shown from left to'right is Robert
oS. Woods, Patrieia-Maueer, Rodripez and Yorlin Madel'lL. -
"One Life To Live" es Latino
ActoT.S'from daytime soap discuss diversity in'Iicker exclusive
continued on page 31
By Plato Rosinke
I sleep in-fear, dreaming of a
Christian-right school yard bully
feigning strikes till I no longer
blink, then jabbing at my eyes. As
a result of these nightmares, I am
deeply perturbed by the frequent
news-wires that herald threats of
government censorship. Threats
that never materialize. Dreams
have a wisdom all their own.
Don't let anyone fool you. The
issue ofcensorship should be ofthe
utmost concern to every U.S. citi-
zen. Granted, missing Soviet
nuclear -detonators dozing cozily
beneath prayer rugs in the lands of
sand 'may beg to differ. Nonethe-
'less, while worldwide nuclear
stockpiles menace your physical .









business persons, and politica
figures addressed the Barue
College community.
Sound F'amiliar ?
• The Ticker Editorial
dated April 19, 1977 provide
student's response to the ques-
tion How much is the C.U,N.a.Y..
De~ree worth?
"Most students working
towards a degree want to be-
lieve it will be as valu-able an
asset .. H o uieuer, when pre-
sented with facts that indicate
otherwise - such as the possible
connection between lower ad-
mission standards and the
grammatical incompetence of
too many C. U.N. 1": graduates -
only some students are able to
support their opinion. "
t: ,:. '. :"'00
Did You Know That.
•
By Heydi Hernandez
• On Thursday, N 0-
vember 10, 1977 The Sen-
try and Ticker Associations
unanimously voted to
merge the two day session
papers under the name of
The Ticker. This action
. -
followed a year of discus-
sion and negotiations in
which it was determined
the name Ticker was better-
known having existed since
1932.
<On Thursday March
29, 1979, Reverend Jesse
Jackson was scheduled to
appear at Baruch College.
. He was part of the Morton
Wollman Lectures, which












1 Speed Chase Chauffeur
2 Some say OJ bought his way to....
4: He was at the wrong place, at the wrong
time
8 Month trial ended
10 OJ commercial sponsor
11. Cousin of Johnnie
12 "Devils of Deception"
13 Kind of knife used
14 Month they died
15 U OF THE CENTURY"
17 Street she lived on
22 What the jury did
25 OJ's son
26 Johnnie
29 Used to be foreman of the jury (#462)
32 Where to see the trial
35 Marcia
36 O]'s name in Naked Gun
38 To hate another color
39 Neighborhood in which they live ~.
For a breath of fresh .air,
Take a drive out East on
the Long Island,
Expressway and you'll see
tons of signs directing you
to pumpkin picking fields
-.
2 Sport referring to 23 down
3 OJ's other daughter
5 NIcole's resturant
6 Houskeeper . _. -. -- ,
7 Would never want to work with Johnnie
agam
9 Where OJ &Kato ate
16 If convicted, Johnnie will. ....
18 What does OJ stands for
19 Judge Lance -
20 Reason why Ron was at her place
21 Dirty hair witness
23 Another option to the outcome of the
JUry
24 He played for what team
27 Jury took 3 hrs of ..,.
28 White vehicle
29 OJ's other son
30 Mrs. Brown
31 NY Scientific expert
33 He couldn't fit them



































nality that they have been crav-
ing. This album also offers what
radio stations-don't. Since most
of the tracks are lengthy (some
over 7 minutes long), most sta-
tions cut them down. Tracks
like James Brown's "Payback"
and Curtis Mayfield's "IfThere's
Hell Below" are chopped down
(sometimes not played at all due
to "militant" themes). The al-
bum, however, contains classic
soul cuts in their entirety.
All in all, this is a superb sam-
pler of soul classics that can be
















soundtrack is an excellent compi-
lation of '70s soul music. Just a
look at the list of performers-'
which range from Barry White,
and Al Green to the 0'Jays, and
Sly and the Family Stone-will
prove how great this soundtrack
is. The depth of soul music is
seen despite the absence oflart-
ists such as Marvin Gaye or'the
Isley Bros..
This album also has an excel-
lent mix of soul vibes. There are
slow, groovy tracks such asAretha
Franklin's "Do Right Woman, Do
Right Man, "mid-tempo cuts like
The Spinner's "I'll Be Around,"
and faster, harder tracks like The
Dramatics' "Get Up, Get Down."
The release of this soundtrack
comes at a perfect time. Older
audiences remain rooted in soul
music, hip-hop heads can enjoy
heavily sampled tracks and R&B
fans can get a taste of the origi-
New CoUection O(Critical
Essays Tackles Censorship
me as we sat on the steps of the continued from pcige29
"O.LT.L.~castle,"Inthisstoryline, son I solicityour concern is that
me and Patricia try to keep it as one day you may find yourself
real as possible. Since we're both literally sick from your plod-
Latinoandtheproducersherehave dingexistence as a mutual fund
.=:~~::~~ .. !.~wtoy~~:-:ep=:
with us. Whenever they need an .blood back into your extremi-
opinion about a certain sketch or a ties, you will run to the book-
Spanish word they come to us. store and find nothing but
Madera realizes that it is difficult bibles.
to break away from some stereo- The truth is that members of
types. "It is stereotypical, I mean the family-values posse are
how could it not 'be? My main nothing morethan jealous cow-
concern was 'how am I going to be ards. Deep down they are pain-
portrayed?' I mean, what are my fully aware of their inability to
"Latin people going to think of the peruse so much as a short story
'character I'm portraying on TV?" .. withoutthe god offantasy drop-
Yorlin added that he is pleased ping a ghost note into that bib-
with audience response tohis char- lical mantra they call living.
acter and his performance and is They simply don't possess the
glad to be representing Latinos pliancy to experience tee dark
with a positive character. enlightenment of erotica with-
Until writers are able to compro- out beingconsumed themselves,
mise stereotypicalviews ofLatinos, for while a woman engaging in
the Latino story line will never intercourse with three men si-
reach 'it~full }1otent!al; and will multaneously may relegate her
never show everyone that Latinos to the carnal butcher block,
_de~rve~~e life to live everywhere weaving those selfless moments
on----reTe~rsron:----------u_.--- - . -a-smile refracting of every-
Next iS8ue:A Q&A interview thing we will ever know, whis-









"One Life To Live" Goes Latino
artist. Expect to hear Rayvon's
name more in the very near fu-
ture because a voice that flows
this smoothly is bound to blow up
in the hip-hop industry. "Jcih Mi
Love" by unknown reggae artist
Choppa, is either reggae
industry's best kept secret or one
of the best one hit wonder's I've
heard in a while. "JahMiLove"is
butter, featuring samples from
Zhane's hit song "Hey Mr. DJ"
which makes it easy to groove to.
While this album has Some good
tracks, the .other songs featured
on this album weren't too appeal-
ing. In the words ofBiggieSmalls,
''Fellas.. .if you love hip-hop" get
the album. "Ladies... if you love
hip-hop," get the album. Other-
wise, don't even bother.
·Nelao", £Ok
continued from page 29
lot of complaints," said Purdee.
"They need to hire some minority
writers, is what they need to do, or
consultantsorsomething. Because
where.they-&et"tb~i.r_imQ~~~j9~
and hoW they put it in on paper is
so inaccurate."
When asked why he thought
minority writers have not been
hired Purdee responded, "Well, I .
don't know why other than they
give you excuses. Their reasons
are, and I'm quoting, 'there aren't
anyminoritywriters-out therewith
the experienee-ofwritingfora soap
opera.' But they have on. the job
training, they have different work-
shops. There are all types.ofrea-
~ sons they give, I don't, know the
answer..Theyjust don't hire them.
There's a lot of talented, minority
writers who write for television,
prime time; films, documentaries.
They know how to write, it'sjust a
matter of learning a format... And
I think if the soaps were really
interested in hiring minority writ-
ers, they would. I just don't think
theY're that interested."
Due to the 'absence of minority
writers, the burden of authentic-
ity falls on, the actors who play
these roles. Yorlin Madera told





VP Records' "Hip-Hop Reggae"
brings to you an album that
samples some of today's fattest
hip-hop songs and some original
hip-hop beatswith reggae's hot-
test stars such as Ini Kamoze,
Jigsy King andMad Lion
Jigsy King drops the bomb with
his hit track "Gi Mi tx Weed."
1"
This marijuana influenced song
remixedwiththemusic from Black .
Moon's "Houi Many Emcees" will
keep your heads ringing with its
hardcore beat. Jigsy King's rough
voice that chants, "Gimi di weed
good sensi weed, ganja welove me
holler y.es indeed," will get you
singing along whether you smoke
the herbs or not. Ini Kamoze tries
to step it up on the track "Hotter
This Year" utilizing the samevo-
cal talents heused for his hit single
"Here Comes ~he Hotstepper. "
Rayvon's hit song "No Guns No
Murder," produced,by Hot 97's
Funkmaster Flex is a sign ofgood
things to come for this hot new
Remember a time when rock
was sexually charged and heavy
.totheoore~·A·tim~whentonghafr
was the norm; super-charged an-
thems were memorized and an
Aussie band named AC/DC was
leading the charge.
That was the 'SOs. Today, AC/
DC has returned to lead a mass of
youth into the next century. They
remain the fathers of "cock rock"
and, even in the P.C. '90s they
aren't afraid ofwriting lyrics with
. sexual overtones. After a five year






Breaker," .but, it seems that the·
electricity is gone.
The five foot lead guitarist An-
gus Young continues to chum out '
powerful, catehy riffs but it can't
help the album's dry lyrical con- ~
tent. It lacks the catchy choruses
and energy that past albums con-
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HOpefuIty.tbe'jIOup wiD.. cover'
.more musiai reallltsand app eat







He foretold a future of electric
friends, rape machines and life in
cars-but was crucified by the
press for beingthe messenger. His
spacey synthesizer sounds were
shunned by "real" musicians, but
became absorbed into the main-
stream anyway. No longer the
pioneering star, Gary Numan's
new live double album instead
s~IT~s as a history lesson for pop
I1).~ic's transition from guitar to
synthesizer. Aside from ''Bleed,''
the newer funk inspired songs lack
both melody and punch, but older
classics like "I Dream Of Wires"
sound as fresh as ever. The back-
ing. band .gives the work a new
sense offluidity (although some of
the added guitars. get overbear- "
ing) and Numan continues to
sound like the brilliant ':Qiacliin'es
tha.h~r~the source of his9.iaG~.tr-ite
.. .. __ .•• T.
IQ~e~ Yie ~ay never live'-~q'see..Jh~
ne~nmillen~ium, ,~ut: r'h~!~a~'s'
music is the next closest thu?-H;-
-Thomas Obarowskj "'. .--
. - ".'-' ~'- \.
• • - - -- - • • < ~- ~ .... ~
vocal talents fused with the mu-
sic provided by Dixon; complet-
ing one of the best reggae songs
I have ever heard. It doesn't stop
there. Sanchez comes through
with "I Can't Wait." With the
heartfelt lyrics sending vibes
through your ears straight down
to your toes, this song will prob-
ably make you envision yourself
lying down on the beach in
Montague Baywith your lover or
former lovers. Shabba Ranks is
also featured on the album and
shows why he is the reigning
dancehall king with his silky,
smooth voice in "Just Reality."
You also get some vintage cuts
from the Pinchers, Gregory
Isaacs, and the unique, wacky
sounds ofTiger. Saxophone guru
Dean Fraser also appears on the
album. '
If you're new to reggae music
and don't want to waste money
on experimental trash, I highly
.recommend this album because
it showcases diverse reggae
styles and quality tunes. Ifyou've
been listening to reggae music
for a while now, this is a great
album to have in your collection.
-Nelson Lok -e.,
the fact that he can find his way
around a sound board,' can ar-
range and mix as well. However,
he'sgot to invent his own sound-
and try not to borrow so much
from others. His psyche-o-funk-a-'
groove-adelic sound which isfound
o~ his first two albums "Let Lo~e
Rule" and-'''Mama Said" is' where
he is,at his best and where I enjoy
him as a listener most. He started
trailing off a bit 011 "Are You
Gonna... " by delving into other
styles, but he's come back full .
circle. Now if he can just step
outside that circle, he will get more










Combine some of reggae's best
artists with the engineeringskills
ofproducer Bobby Dixon, and you
get one of the best reggae compi-
lations of the ye.ar. Dixon isn't
just any ordinary producer. His
skills ofwriting tracks and blend-
ing them with different reggae
stars over the years has"earned
him the name "Bobby Digital."
Dixon has also ran away with
more dancehall hits than any
other reggae producer.
The compilation album ''The'
World ofDigital B"contains some
ofthe most talented international
voices in the reggae music busi-
ness today. The album features
varied styles from artists such as
Shabba Ranks, Ninjaman, Cobra
and the infamous Terror Fabu-
lous; to the angelic voices of
Sanchez, Johnny Osbourne, and
the late great Garnett Silk.. Silk's
"It's Grousing" ope~s up the al-
bum with a bang, showcasing his
inspiration makes one.of his few
decent-songed appearances-en his
latest album. The drums are right
up in your face, 'the guitars wail
and the bass kicks you" in the chest,
'Tunnel Vision" is 'a get-yo'-booty-
movin' funk rdck songviith ~mple'
enough lyricsabout a guyIooking
tcigersomEi"tronr~agir1'ne-in~e~fs:"
"Thin Ice," one of Kravitz's' better
written songs, also rocks.' 'The .





"It's A Shame" (both-veraions),
"Take 'Em To War," and "Ghetto
Knows." The cut "Fast Life" fea-
tures Nas and the two flow to-
gether on the last verse like they
were the second comingofEPMD.
However, the most amazing cut is'
"Executioner Style" with a bang-
ing track by Dr. Butcher, a phat
chorus from Bland a classic three
verse attack on the mike by Kool
G Rap. The only negative is the
number of songs (10) but Kool G
Rap returns with a breathtaking
perforrnarice and solidifies his po-










The legend is back. Kool G Rap
returns with another lyrical mas-
terpiece and should reestablish
himself as one of hip-hop's fin-
est. The lyrical content may seem
trite but it cannot be forgotten
that tQe garrgst.a/drug dealer
themes in much of today'scon-
temporary hip-hop was begun by
Kool G Rap and no one has tack-
led it with more originality, ere-
ativity, and knowledge. He con-
tinues to "exaggerate" reality to
prove points and reflect an es-
sence that many fail to capture.
On the skills side, Kool G Rap is
able to flow over slow and fast
tracks correctly. He has the in-
nate ability to get you amped on
every track. It also helps that
the product.ic-i by Dr. Butcher,
Naughty Shor t s , T -Ray, and
Buckwild is outsts nding. Hard
bass and drurns with diverse mu-
sic create a sound that t.his artist
can really get in to. There are
incredibly produced tr _CKS like
Lyrical innovators Das EFX..
The imrr.ense success ofthe new
style creat.ed by Das EFX in 1992
spawned-a ton ofwack im.tasions.
With added pressure to come back
original, Das EFX partie lly aban-
doned the "ciggedy r hy.ne style
and proved t.nat they cou.d tang
with anyone on t h o i r album
"Straight Up Sewaside." The only
problem was that disappointing
production by Solid Scheme
caused many to sleep on their '93
release. This year Easy Mo Bee,
DJ Premier, Showbiz, Pete Rock,





"I know I've heard this some-
where before....Led Zepplin IV;
outakes? No.raaybe Houseaof.The ..
Holy...no, lost tracks from Electric.'
Toyland?" These were the thoughts
running through my head as I was
listening to "Circus," the latest al-
bum from Lenny Kravitz. Although
the album borrows plenty from Zep,
the guitars are mixed a la Page,
and the drum sound is undoubt-
edly Bonham. However, I won't
say that Kravitz has stolen his
music from someone else.
Many others may disagree,
Kravitz has been called a thief, a
poseur, and one critic from the Vil-
lage Voice said, "I have seen the
past of Rock & Roll, and it's name
is Lenny Kravitz." Granted that Rocker Lenny Kravitz.
Kravitz really isn't doing anything has an eerie, haunting sound due
new here", but you have to give the to the synthesizer use in it, but it
man credit where credit is due. He sounds like it was influenced
plays everything on this album heavily by Zep's "Kashmir."
except a Calliope (although he plays Alongwith the good, Kravitz sure
Moogs, Wurlitzers and Hammond ~~rv~ up some bad ones as well.
B-3's), he writes all of the lyrics ~title song "Circus" is a com-
vide Das with incredible east and composes most of the tunes plete snoozer with it's lullaby gui-
coast flavor that their fans have with his partner guitarist Craig tar line. "Can't Get You Off My
been waiting for. The 17 track Ross helping out., Using these Mind" is a gushy, mushy, nauseat-
album has one remix and noweak awesome talents, Kravitz puts to- ingpower ballad that will pro~w,!'
beats. Das EFX returns to the gether a catchy and very hornog- end up the next hit single offotihe .
mike~ithhyperrhymeflowsand enous soundingrock album as com- album. Although Kravitz is areal
their best lyrics to date. On "Buck- pared to 1993's "Are You Gonna Go Jesus freak on this album, "God Is
Buck" Drayz and Books get busy My w.ay.' which has a sound spec- Love" sounds as if it was mixed
ofT of a simple bass and drum. trum fi~~a:~~~~ (but this critic under the influence of a Cheech.&
beat arid the cut sounds like a' dug itany*~~"'" - Chong wonder joint. "Don't Go
freestyle session .taken,'from an Lik~··ltis·-rei~~~~that he dons, And Put A Bullet In Your Head" is
underground radioshow..Other Kraviiz',.ic· e6iriesright out of definitely the wackiest tune; with
dope tracks include "Microphone the genre"~~Qs~iffrock." This its sappy, preachy, anti-suicide
MWiter~'~'TJqDiJ¥I~Y,.""I::,c:r;q,cC!ry .,. ':hapR~ns~be where" Kravitz is at message and it's sugar-coated, ma-
Rap ~t, _.s~nct "~lf.Prf!s~nt'The~. his best. "Rock & Roll is Dead, "the chine pr-oduced music. Kravitz
Rea./11teaturing"KIt$-ONE;~ 'I'bis. lead track and first sin·gle froIIl the actually dug up a beat box and ha'~
is an'incfedibly-ss:tisfying"real ~, . album., is an ominous tale'o£-ci rock the nerve to use it on this track!
pip-~'aHhuuirom: one'ofhip- 1; .star ari"<i has a:straigbt ahead~rpck I have a lot ofrespect for Kravitz.
'~op's most lA~~~tn:.qdps. . groove 'rock. "Beyond The "7th Sky" He sings, .can play drums; bass,
































bitches" is also seen as sellingout.
Whether a complete sellout or not,
they've all sold out in some way.
Justifyingsellouts is something
I won't do. You applaud mytenac-
ityin defendinghip-hop, however,
I cannot applaud your defense of
"pop rap acts." I speak on hip-hop
and a hip-hop act that sells must
. continue to represent its people.
If not, then it sells out. It is not
okay to abandon styles and sacri-
fice content, and use ideas. and
concepts thatonlysell and/orhave
been used already. Ifyou choose
tojustifysellouts, don't attack me
andsay that I'm not hip-hop when
. you're just pop.
My Sunset Style column will
continue to represent hip-hop cul-
ture and its music. It is for the
people ofcolor who live and expe-
rience it daily. It is for this reason
I believe that all those who are or
support sellouts better go soul
search.
This response is dedicated to all
crew from 476 ofSunsetParkwho
are hip-hop.
Artists like Naughty -By Nature,
Cypress Hill, and Dr.Dre made
music that was new for that era.
Their experimentation With lyri-
cal styles, flows and new musical
elements crossed over to the mass
pop market thatjustwanted a new
sound. Groups like Run DMC, De
La Souland Digable Planets have
also crossed over for this reason.
Despite this, the real impact of
'92 is that this pop market has
stayedfor the newgroups that have
come with the same musical con-
tent combined with concepts that
have always crossed over in all
entertainment: sex and violence.
Biggie's cliche ghetto lyrics re-
peated again and again are exactly
what crosses over in today's soci-
ety.
How much you justify a sellout
becomes the barrier in revealing
one. For some it's Biggie and his
already used "ready to die" theme.
For others it's Bone Thugs-N-Har-
mony rolling their tongues; a style
used half a decade ago. Snoop
Dogg's speaking only of"hoes and
in. An enormous green
snake slithers across the
slimytracks and stops. As
.the scaly doors .open; .the'
conductor who is anothe1&
huge sewer rat was finger-
ing everyone who got on
board. And a bum" who I
looked like DonaldTrump, ~
told me, "That's the ex- ~'.frl ~
press!" Within the train;\1:$W .!
~t~~:: ::Sja:':;~: hli' ~
playing patty cake, Kathy "T----;....-....,.----- -----J
d IblIph Fienn~ (L) and Angela Bassettw.aschokingRegisan Pat ( ) ...__ . ·th thriDer-··66Citran-. i' h N r. DNIU m e new ·"0 ge
was smo ng Wit ewt. Days."
I was supposedto get off _
on Bleecker, but I found
myselfon CityHallandwasgreeted Pizza. And asVanna was about to
by the 'C.I.A., F.B.I., N.R.A., throw the switch, the floor under
N.A.S.A., S.W.A.T., half'- of the the court room began to buck and
N.Y.P.D. and Ed McMahon. crack. Then the whole room was
I got the royal escort to thecourt - engulfed in flames. The entire
house on Centre Street. As I got floor erupted and everyone in the
out of the ice cream .truck, I was room feel into anendlesspit full of
mobbed by an army or reporters hellfire.
who looked like oversized leeches As I am hanging by the wires
on ste~ids. But they were only attached to the chair, a huge de-
interv&Wing Ed McMahon! mon appears before me...and it's
As I entered the court room Lucifer! Heasksmeonequestion:
strapped in my black straitjacket, "Got any milk?"
to my right was thejury (composed I awake laughing out loud, and
of escapees from the 15th floor of the unknown woman beside me is
Bellevue) and to lily left stood startled. Damn! It was just a
'Vanna White with her hands on nightmare! . "Hey, wbere's the
the switch to the chair! Then a 'ProzacandTequila dear?" "Right
huge squirrel in uniform announces here lover boy," she answers. As.
the judge, who is this huge rabid I turned my head I was greeted by
pigeonin a pink gown! a 45 and fireworks, "
"You are now hereby ehargedof' . All of a sudden, I wake up-with
not paying your motorcycle fines; a ringing in my ear as I found .
judgment is guilty!" To my horror, myselfback in English class dID--
I was going to become Kentucky ing the .last few minutes of my
Fried! And I don't even own a midterm. I'd wish someone did
motorcycle! ' shoot me. Then there's always
As I am strapped in, the jury is the fire alarm...
laughing and eating Tombstone -Beno Kwt1u
SET-··S
Hip-Hop Editorial by Edward R:odriguez
BiggieSmall's album to show this
pandering to both markets. How-
ever, your arguments for your Big
Poppa make my point better as
theyare falsejustifications for sell-
outs.
You state that" reciting, A-B-C
rhymes over recycled one dollar
R&B tracks" and using "catchy
hooks and party chants" are sell-
. ing out. Biggie has done this. His
biggest hit "Big Poppa" is bar for
bar the Isley Bros, "Between the
Sheete" and is filled with wack lyr-
icsafound one already). The artof
sampling has evolved-where not
alteringa popularsongisno longer
sampling. Also, his weak "playa"
. lYrics arevery unoriginal and have .
been saidbyKool GRap and others
before him.
You also ponder how I believe an
"album ruledwithcurses,gunshots,
etc." is 'meant to be commercial.
This can be understood by looking
at your '92 "rap revolution" justifi-
cation.
During this period, hardcore rap
crossed over for different reasons.
..
"Sellouts.have no worth/ I think
they better go soul search..."
-Show & A.G. - "Nezt Level"
This editorial is in direct re-
sponse to DwightR. Worley's letter
which appeared in the Sept. 27
iisue.
It is difficult to see a sellout
because there is no clear cut defi-
nition in as far as revoking all hisl
herundergroundcredibility. Most
fans. will also not admit it. To
sellout, underground status was
originallypresent as the true fan
base related to and recognized the
.artist as worthy ofrespect. When
the artist sells out, the fan base
naturally finds it hard to admit
thatonetheyembracedcouldhave
sold out. A complete sellout be-
comes the listener's opinion but
an artist crossingover on purpose
is fact and must be stated.
In my August 2 column I de-
scribed how props are given to
artists who go pop by making ra-
dio hits that are contradictory to
their underground tracks. I used
Strange Days Contest's Grand Prize Winner!!!
Strap. Days didn't see any so Lsuggested that
The most bizarre or strangest they take the purse to the police.
II)emQr.Y ~1:la.t I .re.c.a:I1 happened As they walked away, I sat there
while I was waitingfor the bus, I .. thirikingbeeause T just-couIdii~t
had been waiting there for a few bring myself to believe that what
minutes so I decided to sit 09 the had just happened was realistic.
bench because I was getting tired. -Nanc;y Fan
While I was sitting there, I no-
ticed two ladies. One ofthe ladies Editor's note: Although the next
was dressed in sweats and the submission missedthe lOAMdead-
other in a coat. line on Oct. 5 and didn't receive any
The ladywith the sweats walked prize, it definitely deserves an hon-
towards me and threw something orable mention.
under the bench and continued &nputer Days
. walking down the block. I didn't" The city was engulfed within the
bother to look because I was too moon's dark shadow. Manhattan
tired but I knew she threw some- was swallowed up by an eclipse
thing down because I saw her which killed the sunlight and left
through my peripheral vision. the dark light reign.
A few minutes later the second As I wandered out of the 18th
lady comes walking towards me Street building, the atmosphere
and picked up whatever the first looked like a big gray, black and
lady threw, which was purse, She white photograph. Light and shad-
asked me if it was mine and I said ows kissed each other in bliss. Even
no.: Then the first lady comes back my won shadow made fun of me.
and the second lady asks her ifthe As I crossed the. street, I was
purse was hers and she also said knocked down by a maniac filling
no. At that point I was wondering in all the potholes he saw. But it
what was going on because I had was Rudy the Mayor! To my disbe-
seen tliefirstladyt~owthepurse liefl ventured into the 23rd Street
with my own eyes. The second" subway station. .As I dug for
lady suggested that they open the change, a huge sewer" rat stood
purse and so they did. After·theY"', behind the booth; chomping on a
opened it the lady said in the most day old Big Mac said to just [said
unrealistic tone ofvoice, "Oh...my to] go through for free.
goodness, there's so much money Agushofstinkingwindhftmeas
here. What should we do with it?" the adjacent trainpasses by, and I
I was laughing inside myself was struck by a newspaper in the
because it seemed like I had been face. And to my shock the head-·
watching a show all along. After lines read: "D~ ~uayle Becomes
the discovery, both of the ladies Prez! Perot IS VIce Prez! The.
walked over to me and asked what Recession Is Over! Pot Is Legal-
they ~h~uld do. The only thing iz~!" ~d a huge asteroid was
that came to mind was either they going to hit the planet tomorrow at
were playing ajoke on me or I was 9 A!'I and everyone's going to be
on ''Totally Hidden Video." I extinct. .
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"Be still and know that I am God."
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1. "Run to Daylight" is the movie
version ofwhat football-coach 9 S life?
2. What was the site of the 1956
. .
Summer Olympics?
3. How many hoops are" there on an
Association croquet court?
4. What country was the gold- /
medal Olympic winner in hockey in
196O?
? What term is applied to thefans
of Arnold Palmer?
6. What Canadian jockey rode
Secretariat to the Triple Crown in
1973?
7. Who was the last Caucasian to
.hold the world heavyweight boxing
championship?
8. Where does a soccer goalie stand
in order to be allowed to handle the
ball?
. .
1. Joe Narnath; 2. Citius, Altius,
.-Fortius (Faster, Higher, Stronger); 3.
ooxing; 4. four; 5. weightlifting; 6.
Billie Jean King~ 7. the Yankees; 8.
Red Auerbach
(Q 1995 by King Features Synd,
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Sunday 15 CUNY Championships 11:00am*
Wednesday 18 Metropolitan Sectionals 4:00pm*
Sunday 22 Brooklyn Cup Invitaional 10:30am*
*All meets held at Van Cortland Park
All times, .dates and locations are subject to
change. Please contact the Health and Physical









Friday 13 C.C.N.Y. Home 7:00
Monday 16 . John Jay College Away 7:00
Wednesday 18 Lehman College Home 7:00
Saturday 21 Jeresey City State Away 9:00am
• Tuesday '24 Manhattanville , Away 7:00
Women's Tennis
Thursday 12 SUNY Westbury Away 2:15 3:30
Saturday 14' Manhattanville Away 2:30 1:00
Wednesday 18 Mount St. Mary Away 11:00 5:30
Thursday 19 Molloy Away 3:00 3:30'. Saturday 21 Hudson Valley TBA TBA-l
~
W9!DeDB~·Cr0S8"C9uBta - - .. ... ' ..... - .
I•
DB Seahawks at Bills K~. Bengals at Steelen ~B,
Pa~ts at Chiefs DHIK Oilers at Bears K1DH
K Eagles at Giants DB K1DH Dolphins at Giants
K Lions ~t :fackers DB K Jaguars at Browns DB.
PanthersI K VIkings ·.at·:~·-Bucs DB K1DH Saints at
~s
KlDB 4gers at Colts K Lions at Redskins DB':,
-
Bears at Jaguars K Vikings at Packers K1DBDB - Falcons Rues" DRDB Dolphins at Saints. K K at
DB Jets at Panthers K K Chiefs at Broncos DB
K1DH Redskins at Cardinals Colts at Raiders , . K1DH
K1DB Cowboys at Chargers K Chargers at Seahawks DB
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second. These athletes, for the most know what's going on. People tend
part are placed in a different class to talk, so what you usually end up
almost as .soon as the individual having is a circle of people around
talents are discovered. From that the athletes who all know what the
point on,' they're considered. "spe- story is. This circlebecomesa tightly
cial." The problem starts when that closed one. It becomes almost a
"special" label is stuck onto every stamp ofacceptance and privilege to
other part of their lives. Their lives know these secrets that regular fans
become sheltered, spoiled and don't and no one wants to be thrown
coddled. Personal behavior norms out of that club by making waves.
·that society naturally ingrains upon Think of all the people who have
most of us passes right by' these claimed that they are close friends of
athletes in their "special" cocoon. O.J. Old teammates, people from
They believe that they're different his commentating years, celebrity
because they're treated differently golfbuddies. All these people didn't
by most ofthe adoring world. When know ofO.J.'s dark side, didn'tknow
they do show their faults, society, rfr about the abuse Nicole suffered?
the most part, becomes a full fledged Rubbish! In my book, all ofhis close
accomplice. Take a look at college loyal friends who showed upatO.J.'s
football. These kids haven't even side during his trial but did nothing
gotten to the big times as yet but the to help him (because God knows O.J.
storiesemanatingfrom so manycam- needed help) while he was abusing
puses already tell ofthese "gods" on Nicole arejust asbad as he is. Ifyour
campus who live above the rules. friends are' sick, don't you want to
The very men appointed to guide See them get better? Well people
these kids, the coaches, are' instead'~-·abt1SiIlgOne's~a.siclmessas
aiding and abetting their travesties;-- well, no different from other sick-
The people whose livelihoods are nesses. .
deperidentuPonthesuccessofthese· ~ jury of O~J:'s peers found him
athletes have perfected looking the innocent ofall charges of'murder, so
other way, cleaning up the messes he is now free to get on with his life.
leftbehind and, even worse, treating Free to raise his young children,
the athletes to excesses like kids to play golf with his friends, date and
Ice cream. even possibly remarry whomever he
People do not live in vacuums; \ wishes. The prosecution could not
especiallyathleteswhousuallyhave' prove that O.J. was guilty of any
more people around them than any- crime, but the stories and evidence
one else does. Thus, it is very un- of abuse that came out in the trial
likely that these misdeeds go by did prove that O.J. is sick and very
unseen. No people around athletes sick at that. Case closed.
member of the club he's also the
president.
Forget everything else about the
trial for a second and focus on the
tales and evidence of abuse that
Nicole Brown suffered at O.J.'s
hands over the years. One story
has the LAPD showing up during
the aftermath of one of their infa-
mous fights, only eager to get O.J's
autograph. The pictures Nicole
locked away were heart-wrench-
ing. This is not to say however,
that O.J. killed her simplybecause
he abused her.
Anyone who listened to Nicole's
famous 911 calls knows that this is a
woman who believed with all her
heart that her husband was going to
kill her. Nicole knew him as well as
anyone and she believed thathe was
capable ofkilling her. Can you even
begin to imagine the kind of fear
that she lived in? I know that I can't.
We live in a society that reveres
their sports heroes, puts them up on
pedestals and worships without re-
serve. Mickey Mantle, Muhammed
Ali and Babe Ruth are names that,
for Americans, defined their lives in
some crucial way. It should come as
no surprise that these heroes have
faults. They, after all, still breathe
. andbleedlikeothernormalhumans.
Now the issue here is how the
American public, as a body, deal
with these faults. Firstly the society
often shares some part ofthe blame
for the fault themselves. Strong
statement? Maybe, but think for a
.t
By Richard Browne
As I sat in front ofmy screen this
week to write my column, I found
myselfin a dilemma. The Yankees
were packing in 57,000 at the Sta-
di urn for the two playoff games
versus the Mariners, and college
basketball super sophomores (
Smith, Wallace and Stackhouse)
were leaving school too soon in or-
der to avoid the salary cap and still
got caught by it.
There really was only one sports
story this week, nay one story pe-
riod.. The story of O.J. Simpson
goingfree!! Now some ofyou might
feel otherwise, but this is a sports
story as well! .It is a sport story for
the obvious reason; O.J. and all his
football glory days made for one of
the- best NFL careers ever. This
fact opened the doors to O.J. .for
the rest ofhis life. It is also a sport
story for other reasons! The story
speaks to us about sport heroes
and the world we create for them,
the .rules we set for them and the
expectations we have of them.
Sport illustrated did a story sev-
eral weeks ago on sports figures
who have abused their spouses or
girlfriends. The story got nowhere
near the publicity that it should
have. The "honor" roll of abusers
was long and startling in its inclu-
sions offamous names like Warren
Moon and Robert Parrish. O.J. of
course belongs on this list. In fact
it would seem that to paraphrase
the commercial, he's not just a
J
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Now that the 1995 Major League
Baseball regular season has come to
an end, the playoffs seem to be all
that anyone remotely interested in
sports is talking about. There is one
main question that these same
people keep asking however. Will
the wild card spot ever catch on?
It seems that baseball is;or was,
the only sport in which a team truly
had to win to make the post season.
Anytime a team would clinch their
league or division, there was major
celebration. The prevailing teams
were recognizedaschampions, teams
that actually did something during
the regular season. These teams
belonged to an elite group of four
that had what it took to outrank the
other six in their division.
In the other major sports; espe-
cially basketball and hockey and to a
lesser extent football, people do not
really seem to care ifa team wins a
division title, so long as they win the
. whole thing. In the NBA and the
NHL, half the teams make it to
postseason play, no matter how bad
they perform, When they clinch a
playoffbirth, it just means that now
they have to play in another mini-
season until a champion is decided.
Tobest illustrate this, aska hockey
.or basketball fan who won the regu-
lar season eastern division title in
1987. Then ask a baseball fan who
won the regular National League
East in that same year. The only
thing that matters in these three
sports is who wins what during the
regularseasonand who hasthehome
court advantage.
Baseball should not come to this.
True Wild card teams prolong the
season and can make for some excit-
inggames. Theycan also give teams
who always finish second a chance
to show that they can take it all. In
addition, mathematically With six
divisions you need four teams from
each league to even out the playoff
schedule. But any other teams that
are awarded a wild card spot is just
a money-making ploy. It will de-
stroy the importance of a division
championship and take away a cel-
ebration that every team, except for
the most recent expansions, have
had the pleasure of experiencing.
True the fans will attend these
games, much like "Field ofDreams,"
ifyou play they will watch. Will the
games be exciting? Sure, anyone
who watched that morning-night
marathonbythe Yankees and Mari-
ners can vouch for that. Is itgood for
the game this season? Yes, since it
finally brings people such asYankee
fans back to the Bronx in sold-out
numbers. But after that, when and
if the game regains its one time
stronghold onAmerican sports, only
time can tell ifpeople will care any-
more whether or not baseball trav-
els the same bumpy road as hockey
and basketball did in the past.
